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Setting trends through innovations.

            Convincing through quality.
                   The best for our 

   environment  – and for us all.

MEDISANA defines itself as an innovative 
brand featuring comprehensive health compe-
tence. Our brand and product strategies reflect 
our clear and consequent focus on the consu-
mer as well as evolving market trends. We 
aim to develop innovative product concepts 
and bring them to marketing maturity. Which 
is how we won the renowned German Brand 
Award 2018 in the category “Industry Excellence 
in Branding / Health & Pharmaceuticals”, for our 
successful brand management.

This award means a lot to us and shows 
that people use our brands and the products 
we develop to improve and enhance their 
health, fitness and wellness. This motivates 
us to continue establishing new technologi-
cal trends on the health care market. It is a 
matter of course and pride that our products 
meet the criteria of the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO), the Medical Devices Directive 
(MDD), as well as various consumer asso-
ciations. But for us at MEDISANA, the key in-
dicator for quality and success remains the 
satisfaction of our customers.

The key indicator for quality: 
Customer satisfaction.

Thinking and acting sustainably is an essential 
and enduring aspect of how we at MEDISANA 
see our business, products and services. We 
know society is becoming increasingly aware 
and acting more consciously and responsibly 
as well, and it reflects in consumers welco-
ming sustainable developments. We strive to 
support these views and values through the 
use of natural materials in our products. Health 
care is, after all, in itself a form of sustainability 
in thought and deed. 
High-quality, natural materials such as bam-
boo and cork impart fresh elegance to your 
personal surroundings whilst providing a sense 
of cosiness and warmth. 

Whether in the living room, kitchen or bath, 
our products complement every decor and 
atmosphere.  

For example, take our personal scale PS 440 
and our aroma diffuser AD 625, both made of 
natural bamboo. The use of natural materials 
in sports, for example yoga, is becoming more 
popular. Our new yoga mat is also partly made 
of cork.

Natural materials – more 
than just a trend.
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MEDISANA’s connected health management.
Innovative and comprehensive. MEDISANA connects high-quality analysis 
products such as body composition scales or blood pressure monitors with 
innovative digital technology. “Connected health” is more than just a buzz 
word, it is the concept our VitaDock+ app brings together.

More and more people want to keep an eye on 
their health themselves. And the precondition 
for that is easily accessible vital signs data and 
the information around it. We at MEDISANA 
feel that simply displaying and storing results is 
not enough. Our innovative VitaDock+ app acts 
as the centre of your own health management 
network. All your measured values are sent via 
Bluetooth® or USB to your tablet, smartphone 
or PC where they are then analysed and saved – 
always at your fingertips. The perfect tool for 
monitoring your vital signs and health yourself, 
management and prevention in one.

Almost every second smartphone owner is 
either already using a health/fitness app or 
is willing to do so, according to a survey con-
ducted by the trade association Bitkom in 
2017. Not surprising, as apps and wearables 
have become daily companions for many 
people. Their advantage: They are not just 
used after an affliction or disease has become 
evident, but for monitoring overall personal 
health and its benchmarks in the everyday.

 The smart way to stay            

                  healthy. We put mobile health management in our fo-
cus early on, and our first VitaDock app was al-
ready introduced in 2010. Now we offer our 
customers a sophisticated system of high qua-
lity connected health products and services. 
Information, comparisons and analyses are 
always readily available, mobile 
and online.

Connected Health 
by MEDISANA. Mobile 
health management.

Overview of 
VitaDock+ app 
functions

Connected health 
is booming.

Every month the number of measured values increases 
by 1 million, that is over 30,000 values tested per day.

Approx. 700.000 registered 
VitaDock+ users

Over 10.000 new 
registrations per month

Over 1 mio. new health 
measured values per month

Over 40 mio. recorded measured values

Over 17 mio. weight measured values

Over 11 mio. activity level calculations

Over 8 mio. blood pressure values

Over 2 mio. blood sugar values

VitaDock+
Facts and figures:

Calories

Blood 
oxygen

Pulse

Sleep

Temperature

Weight

Steps

Blood 
pressure

Blood 
sugar
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Innovative health 
monitoring – Made for Life.

Monitoring is the first step to improving someone's own health. 
More and more people are now aware of this and are taking responsibility 
for their own health. About a third of the population uses a fitness or health 
tracking device or a health app on their mobile phones to record their health data 
and vital signs*. MEDISANA supports this trend towards more personal responsibility 
through innovative products and services that improve and simplify looking after your 
health. Yourself.

Leon, 43, enjoys the comfort of 
knowing his vital signs.

     sure 

 about my  health? 

What makes me feel 

* According to a survey carried out by the trade association Bitcom on the use of wearables
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VitaDock+ 
App

* World Health Organization   ** Certified according to MDD (Medical Device Directive) guidelines   *** Bluetooth® 4.0 kompatibel mit VitaDock+ App ab Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (ab 4 Gen.), iPad 3, ab Android 4.3

High blood pressure is a disease that can go undetected for quite some time. 
There may not be any conspicuous symptoms, but it does pose a looming danger 
nonetheless. Regular monitoring keeps you in touch with your values and health.

Ask your doctor to show you how to measure 
your blood pressure correctly. Then measure 
it yourself daily, always at the same time. 
Make sure the cuff is correctly positioned on 
your upper arm or wrist. During the reading, 
keep the cuff level with your heart. Your 
blood pressure readings should be lower 
than 135/85 mm Hg, according to the WHO 
scale (on the right). 

BU 540 CONNECT 
Upper arm blood 
pressure monitor

Take your blood 
pressure regularly and 

at the same time.

            Good monitoring. 
Good feedback. Good health. 

Upper arm blood pressure monitor Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Do you really know or just guessing? 
What are your blood pressure values? 

Classification systolic
(mmHg)

diastolic 
(mmHg)

ideal under 120 under 80

normal 120 – 129 80 – 84

high-normal 130 – 139 85 – 89

Stage 1 Hypertension (mild) 140 – 159 90 – 99

Stage 2 Hypertension 

(moderate)
160 – 179 100 – 109

Stage 3 Hypertension (severe) 180 or higher 110 or higher

You can only really be certain regarding your blood pressure if it is ac-
curately and regularly measured. Any doctor can do it. But so can you, 
and at home too. Find out for sure: Where are you on the scale? 

Blood pressure monitoring made simple and sure: 

At a glance thanks to the large display characters.

Simon, 45, likes to keep 
an eye on his blood pressure.

Source: Gesundheitsportal Onmeda

Extra-large display numbers for easy reading

250 memory slots each for two users

Precise blood pressure measuring on the upper arm

Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ App for iOS and Android*

Calculates the average of the 
last 3 stored readings

Classification according to WHO* recommendations

Certified medical product** 

Upper arm blood pressure monitor Upper arm blood pressure monitor
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23
        Mio        Mio.

23

Leon, 43, knows he can trust 
the BU 535 VOICE.

Hypertension is a widespread disease affecting millions, many of which 
are not even aware they are at risk. Regular monitoring at home helps to 
detect changing values at an early stage. 

Our innovative upper arm blood 
pressure monitor BU 535 VOICE: 
See for yourself. Hear it too.

Upper arm blood pressure monitor Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Almost every third adult between the ages of 
18 and 79 suffers from hypertension, accord-
ing to the Robert Koch Institute (RKI), which 
based their examination on a systolic pressure 
of 140/90 mmHg. However, it is estimated 
that considerably more people are affected 
by the risks of elevated blood pressure levels. 
Exceedingly few people notice it or register it 
as a problem. Generally speaking, anyone can 
get high blood pressure, as it is mostly a matter 
of lifestyle.

The BU 512 makes keeping an eye on your 
blood pressure easy and precise. Reliable 
and accurate readings are taken on the upper 
arm and displayed in extra-large characters, 
making the BU 512 the perfect instrument for 
older or visually-impaired people.

High blood pressure 
is very widespread.

High blood pressure affects 
hundreds of adults globally.***

Every third adult is under pressure.

            
High blood pressure. 

BU 535 VOICE 
Upper arm blood pressure monitor NEW

With
VOICE 

OUTPUT

• Precise blood pressure measuring on the upper arm

• Voice output in 6 languages

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 120 memory slots each for two users

• Calculates the average of the 3 last stored readings

• Precise blood pressure measuring on the upper arm

• Display shows systole, diastole, pulse, date and time

• 90 memory slots each for two users

• Classification according to WHO* recommendations

• Certified medical product** 

Normal blood pressure values are roundabout 
120 to 80 mmHg. Daily monitoring quickly 
shows if deviations are just short-term fluctua-
tions or prolonged tendencies. The upper arm 
blood pressure monitor BU 535 VOICE displays 
the results in large, easy-to-read characters, 
and thanks to the integrated voice output 
function, you also have the option of having 
them spoken aloud to you. In addition, the 
average of the last three readings is calculated, 
giving you a good overview of your state of 
health.

* World Health Organization   ** Certified according to MDD (Medical Device Directive) guidelines   *** Estimated by the Robert Koch Institute (RKI), Germany

BU 512 
Upper arm blood pressure monitor 
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VitaDock+ 
App

No weighing scale can make you 
thinner. But the BS 460 is a reliable 
and well-designed companion for 
a healthier life.

Body analysis scale Body analysis scale

Lights on – automatically, the moment you step 
on the BS 460. It accurately measures your weight 
and analyses body fat and water percentage as 
well as muscle and bone mass. It also calcu-
lates your daily calorie requirements. The display 
is detachable for easy reading. The BS 460 is an 
eye-catcher in any modern bathroom.

BS 460 
Body analysis scale

           More than just  looking 

        good.

BS 450 CONNECT 
Body analysis scaleNEW

Design and high-end technology 
perfectly united.

Our body analysis scale BS 450 CONNECT 
is exceptionally and yet subtly elegant; its 
LED display only becomes visible during 
weighing. ITO electrodes guarantee the 
accurate determination of body fat, body 
water, muscles and bone mass. The re-
sults are automatically saved and can be 
sent via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the Vita
Dock+ smart phone app and/or to Vita
Dock Online. The advantage: the combi-
nation of measuring values and the possi-
bility of commenting them.

Detachable
Display

5 typical weighing mistakes:

1. Weighing yourself in clothes
Because just a pair of jeans can already weigh 600 to 1000 g.

2. Weighing yourself every day
It can frustrate anyone. A weigh-in day once a week 

is the better alternative.

3. Weighing yourself in the evenings
All the undigested food and drink from over the day will tip the 

scales. Better to weigh yourself in the morning.

4. Weighing yourself directly after getting up
Doctors recommend drinking a glass of water and 

using the toilet first.

5. Getting off the scales frustrated
Weight fluctuation is absolutely normal, 

no reason for disappointment.

* Bluetooth® 4.0 kompatibel mit VitaDock+ App ab Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (ab 4 Gen.), iPad 3, ab Android 4.3

•  Determines weight, body fat and water, 

muscle and bone mass

• Integrated calorie requirement analysis

• Blue LED surface lighting

• Detachable display

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors 

for exact results

•  Large stainless-steel 

electrodes

•  Up to 180 kg

NEW

NEW

With blue
LED-light

•  Measures weight, body fat and water, 

muscle and bone mass

• Calculates the BMI value

• Vapor-deposited ITO-electrodes

• LED display invisible when not in use

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to theVitaDock+ 

app for iOS and Android and to VitaDock Online

•  Up to 180 kg
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Magic
LED-Display

XL personal scale Bamboo personal scale

Weighing yourself a couple of times over the 
week is for some a ritual that gives a sense of 
security. Is my weight OK? Where I want it to 
be? Am I losing weight? Gaining?

The XL personal scale PS 470 has and extra-
large LCD-Display with large characters and 
can even be easily read under difficult lighting 
conditions. Its flat construction and large stand-
ing area guarantee stability and safety.

A design-highlight in your bath. The bamboo 
scale combines state-of-the-art weighing 
technology with the natural beauty of 
bamboo. Another special feature is the 
invisible display that only lights up when 
in use. This scale actually makes it a treat 
to step on and see your weight improving 
from sports and healthy eating.

Weighing yourself 
safe and sure.

No more cold feet in the bathroom. 
The decorative personal scale PS 440 
is made of real bamboo, looking – 
and feeling – great.

               The good  feeling of 

   knowing for sure.

Stepping on the scales is part of 
many people’s daily routine. 
Our XL personal scale PS 470 can 
make it easier for you.

NEW
PS 440 
Bamboo personal scale NEWPS 470 

XL personal scale

• Extra-large LCD Display with large numbers

• Maximal load capacity 250 kg

• 4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for exact results

• Convenient step-on activation

• Decorative weighing scale made of bamboo

• Invisible LED display that only lights up white when in use

• Energy-saving automatic switch-off

• 4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for exact results

• Convenient step-on activation

    The amazing 
grass bamboo

Bamboo is a grass – fast-growing 
and sustainable. The special advantage: 
Bamboo is an extremely stable 
material and therefore the ideal natural 
choice for our scales.

Up to
250 kg

Magic
LED Display

Facts about overweight 
and obesity*

Worldwide obesity has nearly tripled since 1975.

             In 2016, more than 

1.9 bio. adults, 18 years 
and older, were overweight

Of these 

over 650 mio. 
were obese

39 % of adults aged 
18 years and over were overweight 
in 2016, and 13 % were obese

*Source: WHO (World Health Organisation), 2018
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BU 535
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

NEW NEW

With XL display

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement on 
the upper arm

•  Arrhythmia indicator

•  120 memory spaces for each of 2 users

•  Very large digits for easy reading

Technical data

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

•  Measurements are classified according to the 
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light 
colour scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last 
3 results

•  Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Ultra slim design

• Upper arm cuff for 22-36 cm arm circumference

•  Incl. storage bag

•  Incl. batteries (4 × 1.5V AAA)

•  Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 15 × 9.5 × 4.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.23 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 40-260 mmHg
 Pulse: 40-180 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 51176
EAN: 40 15588 51176 9

Warranty: 3 Years

Now with voice output

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement on 
the upper arm

•  Voice output in selectable languages: 
Art. 51178: DE, GB, NL,, FR, IT, TR
Art. 51179: GB, FR, RU ES, GR, AR (arabic)

•  Arrhythmia indicator

•  120 memory spaces for each of 2 users

•  Very large digits for easy reading

BU 535 VOICE
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Technical data

•   Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

•  Measurements are classified according to the 
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light colour 
scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last 
3 results

•  Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Ultra slim design

• Upper arm cuff for 22-36 cm arm circumference

•  Incl. storage bag

•  Incl. batteries (4 × 1.5V AAA)

•  Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 15 × 9.5 × 4.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.23 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 40-260 mmHg
 Pulse: 40-180 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 51178/51179
EAN: 40 15588 51178 3
 40 15588 51179 3

Warranty: 3 Years

Connect device with top price-quality ratio

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement
on the upper arm

•  Arrhythmia indicator

• 250 memory slots for each of 2 users

• Very large digits for easy reading

•  Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) data transfer to the
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and to
VitaDock Online*

BU 540 CONNECT
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Technical data

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, 
date, time

•  Measurements are classified according to the
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light
colour scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last
3 results

•  Extra large upper arm cuff 
(arm circumferences 22-42 cm)

•  Incl. batteries (4x 1.5V AA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 15 × 9.5 × 4.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.23 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 40-260 mmHg

Pulse: 40-180 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 51182
EAN: 40 15588 51182 0

Warranty: 3 Years

Connect device

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement on the 
upper arm 

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 120 memory spaces for each of 2 users

• Very large digits for easy reading

•  Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) data transfer to the
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and to
VitaDock Online*

BU 530 CONNECT
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Technical data

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

•  Measurements are classified according to the 
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light 
colour scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last 3 results

•  Measurement for guests without saving 
measured values

•  Battery operation 
(power adapter optionally available)

• Upper arm cuff for 22-36 cm arm circumference

• Incl. storage bag

•  Incl. batteries (4 x 1.5V AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 15 × 10 × 6 cm
Weight: approx. 0.4 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 0-299 mmHg
 Pulse: 40-199 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 51174
EAN: 40 15588 51174 5

Warranty: 3 Years

BU 512
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Handy upper arm cuff

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement on the
upper arm

•   Arrhythmia indicator

•   90 memory slots for each of 2 users

•  Very large digits for easy reading
(up to 22 mm in height)

Technical data

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

•   Measurements are classified according to the
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light
colour scale

•  Calculates average value of all stored data

• Battery operation

• Upper arm cuff for 22-36 cm arm circumference

• Incl. storage bag

• Incl. batteries (4 × 1.5V AA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 13 ×  11 × 6 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 40-299 mmHg

Pulse: 40-199 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 51162
EAN: 40 15588 51162 2

Warranty: 3 Years

* Bluetooth® 4.0 compatible with VitaDock+ App as of Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (as of 4 Gen.), iPad 3, as of Android 4.3 **World Health Organisation *** Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)

NEWNEW
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Our million-fold bestseller – with a WHO scale 
and arrhythmia indicator

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement 

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 99 memory spaces for each of 2 users

•   Higher accuracy of measurements for severely 
fluctuating blood pressure thanks to patented 
3 MAM technology

• 10 years of warranty

MTP PRO
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Technical data

• Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

•  Measurements are classified according to the WHO** 
evaluation system using a traffic-light colour scale

•  Calculates average value of all stored data

• 1-button operation

•  Battery operation 
(power adapter optionally available)

• Upper arm cuff for 22-32 cm arm circumference

• Incl. storage bag

• Incl. blood pressure pass

•  Incl. batteries (4 x 1.5V AA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 12 × 16.3 × 6.6 cm
Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 30-280 mmHg

Pulse: 40-200 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 51090
EAN: 40 15588 51090 8

Warranty: 10 Years

Easy handling

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement on the 
upper arm 

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 60 memory spaces for each of 2 users

•  Very large digits for easy reading 

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

MTS
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

Technical data

•  Measurements are classified according to the 
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light 
colour scale

•   Automatic switch-off after 1 min.

•  Battery operation 
(power adapter optionally available)

• Upper arm cuff for 22-30 cm arm circumference

• Incl. storage bag

•  Incl. batteries (4 x 1.5V AA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 19.5 × 22.5 × 26.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 0-300 mmHg

Pulse: 30-180 beats/min.
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 51152
EAN: 40 15588 51152 3

Warranty: 3 Years

Flat design

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement 
on the wrist

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 120 memory spaces for each of 2 users

•  Very large digits for easy reading 

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

•  Ultra slim design

Elegant design for a top price-quality ratio

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement 
on the wrist

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 120 memory spaces for each of 2 users

• Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

BW 335 BW 320
Wrist blood pressure monitor Wrist blood pressure monitor

Technical data

•   Measurements are classified according to the WHO** 
evaluation system using a traffic-light colour scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last 3 results

• Cuff for wrist circumferences 14-19.5 cm 

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 1.5V AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Technical data

•  Measurements are classified according to the 
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light 
colour scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last 
3 results

• Battery level indicator

•  Cuff for wrist circumferences 12.5 - 21.5 cm  

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 1.5V AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 8.9 × 6 ×  3.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.07 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 0-299 mmHg

Pulse: 40-180 beats/min.
Batteries: 2 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 51077
EAN: 40 15588 51077 9

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 7.5 × 6.4 × 2.9 cm
Weight: approx. 0.117 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 30-280 mmHg

Pulse: 40-200 beats/min.
Batteries: 2 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 51074
EAN: 40 15588 51074 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Our bestseller

•  Accurate blood pressure measurement 
on the wrist

• Arrhythmia indicator

• 120 memory spaces for each of 2 users

• Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Display items: systolic, diastolic, pulse, date, time

BW 315
Wrist blood pressure monitor

Technical data

•  Measurements are classified according to the 
WHO** evaluation system using a traffic-light 
colour scale

•  Calculates average value of data of the last 
3 results

• Battery level indicator

•  Cuff for wrist circumferences 12.5 - 21.5 cm  

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 1.5V AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 6.3 × 6.3 × 2.9 cm
Weight: approx. 0.11 kg
Measuring method:   Oscillometric
Measuring range:   Blood pressure: 30-280 mmHg

Pulse: 40-200 beats/min.
Batteries: 2 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 51072
EAN: 40 15588 51072 4

Warranty: 3 Years

* Bluetooth® 4.0 compatible with VitaDock+ App as of Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (as of 4 Gen.), iPad 3, as of Android 4.3 **World Health Organisation *** Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)

NEW NEW
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NEW

Connect device with ITO electrodes

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water, 
muscle percentage and bone weight

•  Determination of the BMI value

•  Integrated calorie requirement analysis (BMR)

•  Automatic recognition of up to 8 users

•   Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and 
to VitaDock Online*

BS 440 CONNECT
Body analysis scale

Technical data

• High-quality ITO electrodes 

• Convenient „step-on“ activation

• Large easy-to-read LCD display with backlight

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors 
for accurate results 

• 30 memory spaces for each of 8 users

•  Body analysis not applicable for persons with 
implants (e.g. pacemakers)

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (4 × 1.5V AAA) 

Size: approx. 32 × 32 × 2.7 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Display size:  7 × 4.9 cm
Weight display:  5 to 180 kg
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40423
EAN: 40 15588 40423 8

Warranty: 3 Years

 With backlight

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water, 
muscle percentage and bone weight

•  Determination of the BMI value

•  Integrated calorie requirement analysis (BMR)

•  Automatic recognition of up to 8 users

•    Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and 
to VitaDock Online*

BS 430 CONNECT
Body analysis scale

Technical data

•  High-quality stainless steel electrodes

• Convenient „step-on“ activation

• Large easy-to-read LCD display with backlight

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors 
for accurate results 

• 30 memory spaces for each of 8 users

•  Body analysis not applicable for persons with 
implants (e.g. pacemakers)

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (4 × 1.5V AAA) 

Size: approx. 32.5 × 32.5 × 2.5 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Display size:  7 × 4.9 cm
Weight display:  5 to 180 kg
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40422
EAN: 40 15588 40422 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Our Bestseller

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water, 
muscle percentage and bone weight

•  Determination of the BMI value

•  Integrated calorie requirement analysis (BMR)

•  Automatic recognition of up to 8 users

•     Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and 
to VitaDock Online*

BS 444 CONNECT
Body analysis scale

Technical data

•  High-quality stainless steel electrodes

• Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Large easy-to-read LCD display

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors 
for accurate results 

• 30 memory spaces for each of 8 users

•  Body analysis not applicable for persons with 
implants (e.g. pacemakers)

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AAA) 

Size: approx. 30 × 30 × 2.3 cm
Weight: approx. 1.6 kg
Display size:  7.3 × 4,.8 cm
Weight display:  5 to 180 kg
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40444
EAN: 40 15588 40444 3

Warranty: 3 Years

TARGET SCALE® 3
Body analysis scale

Athlete mode for athletes 

•   Precise determination of weight (up to 180 kg), 
Body Mass Index (BMI), kcal per day, calculates 
percentage of body fat and water as well as 
muscle and bone mass

• Automatic recognition of up to 8 users

•     Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and 
to VitaDock Online*

Technical data

•  Lighted rings depict the difference between current 
and target weight

•  Automatic recognition and 
individual definition of target weight

•  Large easy-to-read LCD display with white 
luminous digits

•  Athlete mode for athletes

•  Stores up to 240 measurements in the scale me-
mory (automatic data transfer to smartphone)

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (4 × 1.5V AA) 

Size: approx. ø 36 × 4.75 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Display size:  7 × 5 cm
Weight display:  5 to 180 kg
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 40413
EAN: 40 15588 40413 9

Warranty: 3 Years

Connect device with LED display 

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water, musc-
le percentage and bone weight

•  Determination of the BMI value

•  Integrated calorie requirement analysis (BMR)

•  Automatic recognition of up to 8 users

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android and 
to VitaDock Online*

BS 450 CONNECT
Body analysis scale

Technical data

•  Ultra high-quality ITO electrodes

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Invisible LED display that only lights up
when in use

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors 
for accurate results 

•  30 memory slots for each of the 8 users

•  Body analysis not applicable for persons with
implants (e.g. pacemakers)

•  Maximum capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (4 × 1,5V AAA)

•  Sensor touch buttons

•  Closed underbody for better a stability

Size: approx. 31.9 × 31.9 × 2.3 cm
Weight: approx. 1.7 kg
Display size:  7.4 × 2.9 cm
Weight display:  up to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 4 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40511 (white), 40510 (black)
EAN: 40 15588 40511 2 (white)
EAN: 40 15588 40510 5 (black)

Warranty: 3 Years

* Bluetooth® 4.0 compatible with VitaDock+ App as of Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (as of 4 Gen.), iPad 3, as of Android 4.3
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With blue LED edge lighting

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water,
muscle and bone mass

• Determination of the BMI value

•  Large easy-to-read LCD display with backlight

ISA
Body analysis scale

Technical data

• 10 memory slots

•   Automatic switch-off after 8 seconds

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

• Tread area of 8 mm safety glass

• Modern blue LED edge lighting

•  High-quality stainless steel electrodes

• Non-slip tread area

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for
accurate results

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AA)

Size: approx. 31.9 × 31.9 × 2.15 cm
Weight: approx. 2.6 kg
Display size:  10.5 × 4.4 cm
Weight display:  up to 180 kg, 396 lb, 

28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 3 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 40480
EAN: 40 15588 40480 1

Warranty: 3 Years

PSM
Body analysis scale

Stable and shapely

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water 
and muscle mass

• Integrated calorie analysis (BMR) 

•  Large easy-to-read LCD-display with white 
luminous digits

Technical data

• 10 memory slots

•   Automatic switch-off after 8 seconds

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

• Tread area of 8 mm safety glass

•  High-quality stainless steel electrodes

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for
accurate results

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AAA)

Size: approx. 32 × 32 × 2.6 cm
Weight: approx. 2.5 kg
Display size:  10.5 × 4.4 cm
Weight display: up  to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40446
EAN: 40 15588 40446 7

Warranty: 3 Years

With removeable display

•  Measurement of weight, body fat, body water,
muscle and bone mass

• Integrated calorie analysis (BMR)

• Maximum capacity: 180 kg

• Removable display with stand and wall mount

BS 460
Body analysis scale

Technical data

•  Modern blue illumination when in use
(Shiny cross magic light)

•  Sensor touch buttons

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Tread area of 6 mm safety glass with rounded
corners

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for
accurate results

• Displays time

• 10 memory slots

•  Energy saving automatic switch-off 
after 10 seconds

• Overload indication

• Incl. batteries (7 × 1.5V AAA)

Size: approx. 31.9 × 31.9 × 2.8 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Display size: 9 × 4.5 cm
Weight display:  up to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 7 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40482
EAN: 40 15588 40482 5

Warranty: 3 Years

PS 470
XL glass personal scale

•  Extra large, easy-to-read display (71 mm high)

•  Tread area made of extra white safety glass 
with rounded corners

• Energy-saving automatic switch-off

Technical data

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for
accurate results

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  Overload indication

•  Low battery display

•  Maximum capacity: 250 kg

•  Incl. battery (1 × CR2032)

Size: approx. 34 ×  34 × 2.5 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Display size: 9.3 × 7.7 cm
Weight display: up to 250 kg, 550 lb, 39 st 6 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0,2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 1 × CR2032

Article No.: 40547
EAN: 40 15588 40547 1

Warranty: 3 Years

PS 440
Bamboo personal scale

•  Decorative personal scale made of bamboo

•  Invisible LED display with red luminous numbers

•  Energy-saving automatic switch-off

Technical data

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for
accurate results

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  Overload indication

•  Low battery display

•  Maximum capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AAA)

Size: approx. 30 × 30 × 3.2 cm
Weight: approx. 1 kg
Display size:  2.8 cm
Weight display:  5 to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40544
EAN: 40 15588 40544 0

Warranty: 3 Years

NEW NEW NEW
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Noble design

•  Invisible LED-display (only appears during the
weighing)

• Large, easy-to-read LED luminous digits (28 mm)

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Energy-saving automatic switch-off after 10 seconds

Design glass personal scale

Technical data

•  Treads of the standing area made of 6 mm extra 
clear safety glass with rounded corners

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for 
accurate results

•  Extra flat design

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

• Overload indication

• Low battery display

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AAA) 

Size: approx. 30 × 30 × 2.1 cm
Weight: approx. 1.5 kg
Display size: 7 × 5 cm
Weight display: up to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries:  3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40434
EAN: 40 15588 40434 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Anti-slip surface

• Energy-saving automatic switch-off 
  after 6 seconds

•  Easy to read LCD display

Personal scale

Technical data

•  Tread area made of 6 mm safety glass 
with rounded corners

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Extra flat design

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  Overload indication

• Low battery display

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for 
accurate results

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. battery (1 × CR2032) 

Size: approx. 30 × 30 × 2.1 cm
Weight: approx. 1.5 kg
Display size: 3.3 × 7.5 cm
Weight display: up to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 1 × CR2032

Article No.: 40458
EAN: 40 15588 40458 0

Warranty: 3 Years

incl. 2 design films for changing

Photo-design glass scale with 2 
interchangeable designs 

• Energy-saving automatic switch-off  

•  Easy to read LCD display

• Tread area of 6 mm extra clear safety glass

Motive glass personal scale

Technical data

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for 
accurate results

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

•  Switchable between kg, lb and st

•  Overload indication

• Low battery display

•  Extra flat design

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1,5V AAA)

Size: approx. 30 × 30 × 2.1 cm
Weight: approx. 1.5 kg
Display size:  2.9 × 7.4 cm
Weight display:  up to 180 kg, 396 lb, 28 st 4 lb
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb, 1/4 lb
Batteries: 3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40405
EAN: 40 15588 40405 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Our talking scale 

•  Voice output in 4 languages: DE, GB, FR, ES

• Energy-saving automatic switch-off  

• Easy-to-read LCD display

•  Convenient „step-on“ activation

PS 425
Glass personal scale

Technical data

• Tread area made of 6 mm safety
  glass with rounded corners

•  4 high-precision strain gauge sensors for 
accurate results

•  Switchable between kg and lb 

• Overload indication

• Low battery display

•  Maximal capacity: 180 kg

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AAA) 

Size: approx. 31 × 31 × 2.4 cm
Weight: approx. 1.8 kg

Weight display:  4 to 180 kg
Graduation: 100 g, 0.2 lb
Batterie: 3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 40448
EAN: 40 15588 40448 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Trendy retro design

•  Battery-free, mechanical operation

• Large analogue full view scale 

Personal scale

Technical data

• Non-slip tread area

• Solid metal casing

Size: approx. 28.5 × 42.5 × 8.5 cm
Weight: approx. 3.6 kg
Weight display:  up to 150 kg
Graduation: 500 g

Article No.: 40461
EAN: 40 15588 40461 0

Warranty: 3 Years

PS 435 PS 430 PS 405 PS 425 PSD
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TM 750 FTN TM 705 FTCTM 700TM 750 CONNECT

Extended memory function

•  Precise measurement of the body temperature in 
the ear and on the forehead in seconds

•  Additional function: measurement of ambient 
temperature, liquids and surfaces (0 – 100°C)

Multifunctional thermometer

Technical data

•  Automatic storage of the last 30 measurement 
results

•  Visual fever alarm with colour change – green: 
normal temperature, red: raised temperature

•   Acoustic signal at the beginning and end of 
temperature reading

•  Display of date and time

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. batteries 2 × 1.5V (AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 13.4 × 4.2 × 4.7 cm
Weight: approx. 0.65 kg
Measuring range:   Body: 34-43°C

Object: 0-100°C
Measuring accuracy:   Forehead: ± 0,3°C (34-43°C)

Ear: ± 0,3°C (35,5-42°C)
Object: ≤30 ±1.5°C / >30 ±5%

Batteries: 2 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 76140
EAN: 40 15588 76140 9
Warranty: 3 Years

Contactless fever thermometer

•  Precise non-contact measurement of the 
body temperature

•  Additional function: measurement of ambient tem-
perature, liquids and surfaces (0 – 100°C)

• Measurement in a few seconds

Infrared thermometer

Technical data

•  Automatic storage of the last 30 measurement 
results

•  Visual fever alarm with colour change
on the display

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 1.5V AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 14.7 × 3.8 × 2.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.85 kg
Measuring range:   Body: 34-42,2°C

Object: 0-100°C
Scaling:  0.1°C
Batteries: 2x 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 76120
EAN: 40 15588 76120 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Our classic – with traffic-light colour scale and 
fever indicator

•  Precise measurement of the body temperature: 
oral, axillary, rectal

•  Flexible tip

• Measurement in 10 seconds

•  Water resistant

•  With fever indicator – green: 35.8 – 37.1 °C; 
yellow: 37.2 – 37.8 °C; red: 37.9 – 42.9 °C

TM 705
Thermometer

Technical data

•  Acoustic fever alarm

•  Acoustic signal at the beginning and end of 
temperature reading

•  Automatic storage of the last measurement result

•  Automatic switch-off after 10 minutes

• Digital LCD display

• Conversion from °C to °F

• Easy battery replacement

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. battery (1x 1.5V AG3/LR41)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 13.9 × 2.2 × 1.3 cm
Weight: approx. 0.11 kg
Measuring range:   32-42.9°C
Scaling:  0.1°C
Batteries: 1x 1.5V (AG3/LR41)

Article No.: 77042
EAN: 40 15588 77042 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Top price-quality ratio

•  Precise measurement of the body temperature: 
oral, axillary, rectal

•  Acoustic signal at the beginning and end of 
temperature reading

• Water resistant

Thermometer

Technical data

•  Acoustic fever alarm

•  Automatic storage of the last measurement result

•  Automatic switch-off after 8 minutes

• Digital LCD display

• Easy battery replacement

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. battery (1x 1.5V AG3/LR41)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 12.8 × 1 × 1.9 cm
Weight: approx. 0.1 kg
Measuring range:   32-42°C
Scaling:  0.1°C
Batteries: 1x 1.5V (AG3/LR41)

Article No.: 77030
EAN: 40 15588 77030 2

Warranty: 3 Years

Our gentle classic

•  Precise measurement of the body temperature: 
oral, axillary, rectal

•  Flexible tip

• Measurement in 10 seconds

•  Water resistant

Thermometer

Technical data

•  Acoustic fever alarm

•  Acoustic signal at the beginning and end of 
temperature reading

•  Automatic storage of the last measurement result

•  Automatic switch-off after 10 minutes

• Digital LCD display

• Conversion from °C to °F

• Easy battery replacement

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. battery (1x 1.5V AG3/LR41)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 13.9 × 2.2 × 1.3 cm
Weight: approx. 0.11 kg
Measuring range:   32-42.9°C
Scaling:  0.1°C
Batteries: 1x 1.5V (AG3/LR41)

Article No.: 77040
EAN: 40 15588 77040 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Connect device 

•  Precise measurement of the body temperature in 
the ear and on the forehead in seconds

•  Additional function: measurement of ambient 
temperature, liquids and surfaces (0 – 100°C)

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android*

Multifunctional thermometer

Technical data

•  Automatic storage of the last 30 measurement 
results

•  Visual fever alarm with colour change – green: 
normal temperature, red: raised temperature

•   Acoustic signal at the beginning and end of 
temperature reading

•  Display of date and time

• Incl. storage box

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 1.5V AAA)

• Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 13.4 × 4.2 × 4.7 cm
Weight: approx. 0.65 kg
Measuring range:   Body: 34-43°C

Object: 0-100°C
Measuring accuracy:   Forehead: ± 0,3°C (34-43°C)

Ear: ± 0,3°C (35,5-42°C)
Object: ≤30 ±1.5°C / >30 ±5%

Batteries: 2 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 76145
EAN: 40 15588 76145 4
Warranty: 3 Years

NEW NEW

* Bluetooth® 4.0 compatible with VitaDock+ App as of Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (as of 4 Gen.), iPad 3, as of Android 4.3 **World Health Organisation *** Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)
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MEDITOUCH 2 MEDITOUCH 2 CARBON PM 100 CONNECTMEDITOUCH 2 CONNECT PM 100

Our classic

•  Precise measurement accuracy according to the 
new ISO 15197: 2015 thanks to new test strip 
technology (GDH-FAD)

• Underfilling detection

• Acoustic test reminders 

• 480 memory slots

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android*

Blood glucose meter

Technical data

•   USB port for data transfer to VitaDock Online

•   Calculates average values for 7/14/30/90 days

•  Pre and post meal markers

• Automatic ketone warning 

• Measuring time within 5 seconds

• 0,6 μl amount of blood 

• Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 3V CR2032)

•  Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 5 × 9.8 × 1.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
Batteries: 2 × 3V (CR 2032)

mg/dL Article No.: 79030
EAN: 40 15588 79030 0
mmol/L Article No.: 79034
EAN: 40 15588 79034 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Connect device in a carbon look

•  Precise measurement accuracy according to the 
new ISO 15197: 2015 thanks to new test strip 
technology (GDH-FAD)

• Underfilling detection

• Acoustic test reminders 

• 480 memory slots

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android*

Blood glucose meter

Technical data

•  USB port for data transfer to VitaDock Online

• Measuring unit individually adjustable: 
  mg/dL and mmol/L

•  Pre and post meal markers

• Automatic ketone warning 

• Measuring time within 5 seconds

• 0,6 μl amount of blood 

• Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 3V CR2032)

•  Certified medical device***

Size: approx. 5 × 9.8 × 1.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.47 kg
Batteries: 2 × 3V (CR 2032)

dual Article No.: 79062
EAN: 40 15588 79062 1

Warranty: 3 Years

New – now as Connect device 

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android*

 •  Pulse oximeter to measure the saturation of
oxygen in blood (SpO2%) and the heart rate (pulse)

•  View measurements on OLED display

•  Display brightness adjustable in 10 levels

•   Simple „one touch“ operation – ideal for on the go

Pulse oximeter

Technical data

•  Oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse rate can
be displayed as bars or waves

• 6 different views

• Automatic switch-off after 8 seconds

• Low battery display

• Incl. carrying strap

• Incl. batteries (2 × 1,5V AAA)

•  Certified medical device*** 

Size: approx. 5.8 × 3.4 × 3.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.55 kg
Measuring range:  Sp02: 70% ~ 100%

Pulse: 30-235 beats/min.
Batteries: 2 × 1,5V (AAA)

Article No.: 79456
EAN: 40 15588 79456 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Connect device 

•  Precise measurement accuracy according to the 
new ISO 15197: 2015 thanks to new test strip 
technology (GDH-FAD)

• Underfilling detection

• Acoustic test reminders 

• 480 memory slots

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android*

MEDITOUCH 2 CONNECT 
Blood glucose meter

Technical data

•  USB port for data transfer to VitaDock Online

•  Pre and post meal markers

• Automatic ketone warning 

• Measuring time within 5 seconds

• 0,6 μl amount of blood 

• Extra large, easy-to-read display

•  Incl. diabetic diary

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 3V CR2032)

•  Certified medical device*** 

Size: approx. 5 × 9.8 × 1.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.47 kg
Batteries: 2 × 3V (CR 2032)

mg/dL Article No.: 79044
EAN: 40 15588 79044 7
mmol/L Article No.: 79046
EAN: 40 15588 79046 1
dual Article No.: 79048
EAN: 40 15588 79048 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Starter set incl. 10 test strips, lancing device, 
10 lancets, AST cap, control solution and bag

Starter set incl. 10 test strips, lancing device, 
10 lancets, AST cap, control solution and bag

Simple „one touch“ operation

•  Pulse oximeter to measure the saturation of oxygen 
in blood (SpO2 %) and the heart rate (pulse)

•   View measurements on OLED display

•  Display brightness adjustable in 10 levels 

•   Simple „one touch“ operation – ideal for on the go

Pulse oximeter

Technical data

•  Oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse rate can be 
displayed as bars or waves

• 6 different views

•  Automatic switch-off after 8 seconds 

• Low battery display

• Incl. carrying strap

•  Incl. batteries (2 × 1.5V AAA)

•  Certified medical device*** 

Size: approx. 5.8 × 3.4 × 3.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
Measuring range:  Sp02: 70% ~ 100%

Pulse: 30-235 beats/min.
Batteries: 2 × 1,5V (AAA)

Article No.: 79455
EAN: 40 15588 79455 1

Warranty:  3 Years

Starter set incl. 10 test strips, lancing device, 
10 lancets, AST cap, control solution and bag

NEW

* Bluetooth® 4.0 compatible with VitaDock+ App as of Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (as of 4 Gen.), iPad 3, as of Android 4.3 **World Health Organisation *** Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)
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Effective therapy products – 
Made for Life.

Most people take an active interest in their own personal health. Sports, 
fitness and wellness are firmly rooted aspects of their health care. The medical 
doctor still remains the utmost authority, but people are increasingly better-informed 
and more pro-active regarding their sense of well-being. We support this awareness 
and take responsibility for personal health with therapy products that gently target 
health care needs.

Annika, 33, is glad she 
can care for herself.

           What can I do for my

             own health?
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Respiratory diseases are on the rise, 
and the causes are many. 
Our ultrasonic inhaler IN 525 gives 
reliable relief.

Adverse environmental conditions or physical 
stress can lead to mucous membrane swelling in 
the bronchial tubes or lungs. As a result, breath-
ing becomes a chore. Especially in times of humid 
weather, many people face the strain of respi-
ratory infections and colds.

The IN 525 employs mesh-technology for finest 
micro-membrane nebulization and is particu-
larly effective through the high presence of res-
pirable aerosol. Its use is soothing and relieving 
for children and adults alike.

IN 525
Inhaler

LC 870 
Electric lice comb

• Integrated LED light makes scalp lice easier to find and remove

• Simple combing the hair kills scalp lice and nits

• No side effects – no chemicals

• Also suitable for dogs and cats 

Catching scalp lice has nothing to do with poor hygiene. Lice and nits 
are widespread, all year round, especially in kindergartens, schools and 
institutional facilities.

Gentle to the scalp. 
                 Tough against lice. 

            Takes the pressure
     out of breathing. 

Electric lice comb Inhaler

Scalp lice cannot jump, they climb. That is why 
contamination only takes place where heads or 
hair come together. The symptoms are itching, 
redness, sleeplessness. Too often the solution 
is an unpleasant procedure using chemical 
agents or painful removal with conventional 
lice combs. 

The electric lice comb LC 870 is the easy, safe 
and more comfortable method of removing 
scalp lice. Lice and nits are killed by electric 
impulses whilst combing through the hair, to-
tally free of side effects.

Dealing with lice 
consequently. 

Inhalations provide 
reliable relief from 

respiratory afflictions. 

Carsten, 40, and 
Phil, 9, know what 
to do about lice.

 * Certified according to MDD (Medical Device Directive) guidelines  ** Source: Global Asthma Report 2014 

•  Specific treatment for ailments of the 

upper and lower respiratory tract

•  Highly effective through micro-membrane 

nebulization (mesh-technology)

• Particularly potent due to the high content of respirable aerosol 

•  Includes accessories: Inhaler with mask and mouthpiece 

for children and adults

• Certified medical product*

330
        Mio.        Mio.        Mio.

             world-
         wide suffer 
from asthma!**

Scalp lice cannot jump, they climb. That is why 
contamination only takes place where heads or 
hair come together. The symptoms are itching, 
redness, sleeplessness. Too often the solution 
is an unpleasant procedure using chemical 
agents or painful removal with conventional 

NEW

SUITABLE 
FOR ANIMALS

LED-LIGHT
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LT 480 LT 470 LT 460 WL 460 WL 444

Vitalizing and mood-lifting effect

•  Energizing daylight lamp for increasing the 
energy balance and avoiding symptoms 
of winter depression

• UV filter

• Flicker-free

Improves the energy balance

•  Energizing daylight lamp for increasing the 
energy balance and avoiding symptoms of 
winter depression

• UV filter

• Flicker-free

As flat as a tablet

•  Energizing daylight lamp for increasing the 
energy balance and avoiding symptoms of 
winter depression

• Uniform light distribution with LED technology

• 2 light intensities can be selected

With nature sounds

•  Natural awakening for a soft start in the day

•  Natural falling asleep through red light** 
(Timer can be set: 30, 60 or 90 min)

• Integrated radio

• Long-lasting, energy-saving LED lighting

Stimulating sunrise effect

•  Natural awakening for a soft start in the day

•  Alarm function through an integrated FM radio or 8 
natural sounds

• Long-lasting, energy-saving LED lighting

Daylight lamp Daylight lamp Daylight lamp Wake up light Wake up light

Technical data

• Light intensity: up to 10,000 Lux

• Comfortable one-button operation

• Particularly silent

• Folding base (wall mounting possible)

• 2x 36 W lamps

• Certified medical device*

Technical data

• Light intensity: up to 10,000 Lux

• Comfortable one-button operation

• Particularly silent

• Folding base (wall mounting possible)

• Energy-saving 45W lamp

• Certified medical device*

Technical data

• Light intensity: up to 10,000 Lux

• Comfortable one-button operation

• Can be used horizontally and vertically

• Ideal for home and on the road

• LED technology

• Incl. storage bag

• Certified medical device*

Technical data

•  Increasing light intensity: 30 minutes before alarm

•  2 alarms can be adjusted

•  Snooze function and zizz button (extra timer for 
alarm after 15 to 90 minutes) 

•  8 natural sounds with increasing volume: tweeting 
birds, croaking frogs, running brook, rushing waves, 
crackling fireplace, falling rain, chirping crickets, 
Asian wooden gong 

• Colour-changing wellness light with 7 colours

•  Large, easy-to-read display with dimmer function 
(adjustable light + dark)

• MP3 player connection is possible

• Incl. antenna

Technical data

•  Increasing light intensity: 30 minutes before alarm

•  2 alarms can be adjusted

•  Touch button: snooze function

•  Backup battery

• 8 radio-memory slots

• Light intensity can be adjusted

• Colour-changing wellness light with 7 colours

• Blue LCD display with backlight

• Incl. antenna

Size: approx. 48 × 34 × 10 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Light area:   31 × 45 cm
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output:  72 Watts
Cable length:  approx. 1.5 m

Article No.: 45224
EAN: 40 15588 45224 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 26 × 15 × 1.7 cm
Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
Light area:   20.5 × 12 cm
  Power supply:  Input: 100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

500mA; Output:: 12V-1 A
Power output:  12 Watts
Cable length:  approx. 1.8 m

Article No.: 45220
EAN: 40 15588 45220 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 19 × 14.5 × 27.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.9 kg
  Power supply: Mains adaptor 
    Input: 100–240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

Output:: 12V DC 1A
Power output:  12 Watts
Cable length:  approx. 2 m

Article No.: 45115
EAN: 40 15588 45115 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 17.5 × 17.5 × 14.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.37 kg
  Power supply: Mains adaptor 
 Input: 100-240V~ 50/60 Hz
                                                350mA
 Output:: 12V = 1,000mA

Article No.: 45110
EAN: 40 15588 45110 2

Warranty: 3 Years

* Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)      **Red light stimulates the discharge of sleep hormones and makes it easier to fall asleep

Size: approx. 27.3 × 20.7 ×  7.4 cm
Weight: approx. 0.8 kg
Light area:   20 × 21 cm
  Power supply: 220-240V~ 50 Hz 
Power output:  45 Watts
Cable length:  approx. 1.3 m

Article No.: 45222
EAN: 40 15588 45222 2

Warranty: 3 Years

Sunrise Sunrise
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IR 885  IR 100 IN 550 PRO IN 500 COMPACT

With timer function

•  Intense infrared light to relax muscles or treat colds

• Stimulates blood circulation

• Relieves pain

• Durable lamp (halogen)

Helps to relieve colds

•  Infrared lamp to relax the muscules 

•  Soothing if you have a cold

•  Stimulates blood circulation

•  New with safety handle

3 attachments for a more targeted application

•  Nebulisation with compressed air technology

•  Including 3 attachments to produce different
particle sizes:
- 3.0 – 4.0 µm for the deeper areas of the lung
- 3.5 – 4.5 µm for respiratory tract and lungs front
- 4.5 – 6.0 µm for mouth and throat

•  For targeted treatment of diseases of the upper 
and lower respiratory tract (e.g. asthma and cold) 

Our bestseller

• Nebulisation with compressed air technology 

•  For targeted treatment of diseases of the upper 
and lower respiratory tract (e.g. asthma and cold) 

Infrared lamp Infrared lamp Inhaler Inhaler

Technical data

• Adjustable tilt angle (35°) 

• On/Off button

• Timer (1 to 15 min) 

• Fan caster for cooling

• Cable rewind

• Carrying handle 

• Large-surface application

• Incl. lamp (halogen)

• Certified medical device*

Technical data

•  Adjustable angle of inclination

•  Durable lamp (Philips)

•  Made in EU

Technical data

•  Comprehensive set of accessories: Inhalation 
with mask, mouthpiece or nose adapter – ideal 
for children

•  Highly efficient due to very precise nebulisation

•  Particularly effective thanks to high proportion of 
respirable aerosols

• Extra long hose – 2 m

• Integrated accessory tray

• Certified medical device* 

Technical data

•  Comprehensive set of accessories: Inhalation 
with mask, mouthpiece or nose adapter – ideal 
for children

• Highly efficient due to very precise nebulisation

•  Particularly effective thanks to high proportion 
of respirable aerosols

• Extra long hose – 2 m

• Certified medical device*

Size: approx. 19.8 × 18.6 × 29.5 cm
Weight: approx. 1.5 kg
  Power supply:   220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output:  300 Watts

Article No.: 88257
EAN: 40 15588 88257 9

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 16.5 × 13.5 × 20.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.36 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 100 Watts

Article No.: 88232
EAN: 40 15588 88232 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 33 × 20 × 13.8 cm
Weight: approx. 2 kg
Power supply:   230V~ 50 Hz
Power output:  60 Watts
Filling volume:  max. 10 ml
Nebulizing output: ≤ 0.2 ml/min
Particle size: >60% ≤ 5 μm
Hose length:   approx. 2 m

Article No.: 54530
EAN: 40 15588 54530 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 19.5 × 13.5 × 9.2 cm
Weight: approx. 1.3 kg
Power supply:   230V~ 50 Hz
Power output:  60 Watts
Filling volume:  max. 10 ml
Nebulizing output: ≤ 0.2 ml/min
Particle size:   >60% ≤ 5 μm
Hose length:   approx. 2 m

Article No.: 54520
EAN: 40 15588 54520 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Incl. mouthpiece, masks and nose adapters for
 children and adults, connecting piece, 3 attachments 

to produce different particle sizes, 
5 replacement filters, 2 replacement fuses

Incl. mouthpiece, masks and nose adapters 
for children and adults, connecting piece, 

5 replacement filters

* Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)
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IN 525 USC LC 870 LC 860

Small inhaler – ideal for on the go

•  High efficiency through innovative micro-
membrane nebulisation (mesh technology) 
with ultrafine droplets

•  For targeted treatment of diseases of the upper 
and lower respiratory tract (e.g. asthma and cold) 

•   Comprehensive set of accessories

•  Use for a short time in the supine position is also 
possible

Our classic

•  High efficiency through innovative micro-
membrane nebulisation (mesh technology) 
with ultrafine droplets

•  For targeted treatment of diseases of the upper 
and lower respiratory tract (e.g. asthma and cold) 

•   Comprehensive set of accessories

With LED light

•  Integrated LED light for an easier detection and 
removal of lice

•  Simple combing frees hair from head lice and nits

•  No side effects, no use of chemical agents

•  Also suitable for dogs and cats

Hair-gentle treatment

•  Simple combing frees hair from head lice and nits

•  No side effects, no use of chemical agents

•  Also suitable for dogs and cats

Ultrasonic inhaler Ultrasonic inhaler Electric Lice CombElectric Lice Comb

Technical data

•  Particularly effective thanks to high proportion of 
respirable aerosols

•  Inhalation with mask or mouthpiece – also 
eminently suitable for children

• Low-noise nebulisation

• Low power consumption (no more than 0.9  Watts)

• Automatic switch-off with an empty solution tank

• Incl. storage case

• Incl. 2 batteries (1.5V AA)

•  Certified medical device*

Technical data

•  Particularly effective thanks to high proportion 
of respirable aerosols

•  Inhalation with mask or mouthpiece – also 
eminently suitable for children

• Low-noise nebulisation

• Incl. storage case

• Incl. 4 batteries (1.5V AA)

•  Certified medical device*

Technical data

•  The lice are destroyed by an electrical current 
upon contact with the teeth of the comb

• Incl. 3 batteries (1.5V AAA)

Technical data

•  The lice are destroyed by an electrical current 
upon contact with the teeth of the comb

• Incl. battery (1.5V AA)

Size: 7.2 × 4 × 10.8 cm
Weight: approx. 0.1 kg (without batt.)
Batteries:   2 × 1.5V (AA)
Filling volume:  max. 8 ml
Nebulizing output: ≥ 0.2 ml/min
Particle size: Average <5 μm

Article No.: 54115
EAN: 40 15588 54115 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 14.2 × 7.5 × 7.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg (without batt.)
Batteries:   4 × 1.5V (AA)
Filling volume:  max. 8 ml
Nebulizing output: ≥ 0.25 ml/min
Particle size: Average <4.8 μm

Article No.: 54105
EAN: 40 15588 54105 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 20.9 × 6.6 × 3.1 cm
Weight: approx. 0.1 kg
Batteries: 3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 41019
EAN: 40 15588 41019 2

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 19.3 × 6.6 ×  2.9 cm
Weight: approx. 0.95 kg
Batteries: 1 × 1.5V (AA)

Article No.: 41017
EAN: 40 15588 41017 8

Warranty: 3 Years

NEW

* Certification according to MDD (Medical Device Directive)

Incl. mouthpiece and
masks for children and adults

Incl. mouthpiece, masks for
children and adults and connecting piece
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Wholesome ambient air – 
Made for Life.

Kim, 34, and Paul, 42, love the 
good feeling of a healthy home.

A healthy life, a healthy home. Home is the place where you are 
at ease, at peace and totally yourself. Increasingly, homes are being 
designed and adapted to fulfil health-promoting criteria and intensify the 
sense of well-being they provide. Our innovative products help people to breathe 
easy and relax. They create a pleasurable feel-good atmosphere that lifts the 
spirits and boosts feeling healthy.

        How can I boost my 

”feel-good experience“
                 at home?
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The quality of indoor air plays an 
important part in our health.

 Healthy ambient air enhances 

           your quality of life.
Good air is the perfect mix of climate and 
humidity. An example: A living room should 
be 20 – 23° warm and its humidity at 60 %. 
Why? This keeps our mucous membranes 
moist and we feel comfortable and healthy. 
The dehumidifier DH 610 creates a balanced 
room climate in middle-sized rooms up to 
25 m². Thanks to its air prefilter, it reliably helps 
reduce humidity and mould spores. 

High humidity increases transpiration and hin-
ders body temperature regulation. Thus we 
feel uncomfortable in our own skin. At the 
same time, high humidity has adverse effects 
on our health. Mould spores develop on the 
walls. These spores are health hazards if they 
enter the airways, especially for those with 
breathing difficulties.

The compact dehumidifier DH 600 reliably pro-
motes the reduction of moisture and mould in 
small rooms. Noiselessly and without environ-
mental impact, thanks to its compressor-free 
Peltier technology, electric cooling elements re-
placing environmentally harmful refrigerants.

Lower health risks.
Increase well-being.

NEW

Ideal air humidity in living and 
sleeping space is between 40 and 
60 %. Our dehumidifier DH 610 
helps to reach this ideal level – 
quickly and effectively.

The ideal room climate

Room
Ideal 

temperature
Ideal 

air moisture

Bathroom 20 – 23 °C 50 – 70 %

Children‘s room 20 – 23 °C 40 – 60 %

Living room and 

work office
20 – 23 °C 40 – 60 %

Kitchen 18 – 20 °C 50 – 60 %

Bedroom 17 – 20 °C 40 – 60 %

Hall 15 – 18 °C 40 – 60 %

Basement 10 – 15 °C 50 – 65 %

Annika, 33, enjoys the 
ideal room climate.

DH 600 
Dehumidifier (compact)

• Compact dehumidifier for small rooms up to 10 m²

• Eco-friendly, compressor-free Peltier-technology

• Max. dehumidification per day: 300 ml

• Reliable automatic shut-off when tank is full

DH 610 
Dehumidifier (medium)

•  Compact dehumidifier with air prefilter for middle-sized 

rooms up to 25 m²

• Eco-friendly, compressor-free Peltier-technology

• Max. dehumidification per day: 750 ml

• Reliable automatic shut-off when tank is full

Dehumidifier Dehumidifier

Source: Verbraucherzentrale (Germany)

NEW

The Peltier effect 

Fan

Recuperation 
tank

Cooling elem
ent

Moist air
Dry air

Dehumidified 
air

Source: Verbraucherzentrale (Germany)
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Kim, 34, and Paul, 42, love to 
relax with aromatic fragrances.

Ambient air that is too dry or humid can be very 
uncomfortable – and unhealthy.

Fragrances go through the nose 
straight to the brain. And have a 
positive effect on body, mind and 
soul.

American surveys have shown that the risk of 
contracting a specific flu virus was three times 
higher at a relative humidity under 35 % than 
at the ideal 50 %.

The humidifier AH 670 enhances well-being in 
your own four walls. It improves the air through 
ultrasonic technology and its wellness lighting 
adds to the pleasurable atmosphere. Fragrant 
oils can also be used for an even more relaxing 
effect.

NEW

Let us help you breathe easy.

 

Essential oils are won through steam distilla-
tion and released into the air through a vapour 
diffusor. The aroma diffusor AD 635 employs 
ultrasound to create a fine mist that distri-
butes the fragrance evenly throughout the 
room. At the same time, its wellness lighting 
in six colours visually enhances the mood and 
relaxes the senses.

Annika, 33, feels 
good all over.

AH 670 
Humidifier

• Ultrasonic humidifier for improving room air

• Mood-lifting wellness lighting 

• Compartment for fragrant oils

NEW

Including 
remote 
control!

AD 635 
Aroma diffusor

• Made of high-quality frosted glass

• Employs ultrasonic technology for micro-fine, fragrant mist

• Ambient lighting, changing between six colours

• Automatic shut-off when tank is empty

Humidifier Aroma diffusor

AD 635
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AH 670 AH 662  AH 661 AH 660 UHW

New – with wellness light 

•  Air humidifier with ultrasound technology to 
improve the breathing air quality

• Wellness light

• Integrated aroma dispenser for scented oils 

• Smart control by remote control

Aroma dispenser for scented oils 

•  Air humidifier with ultrasound technology to 
improve the breathing air quality

• High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

• Integrated aroma dispenser for scented oils

Germ-reducing pre-heating

•   Air humidifier with ultrasound technology to 
improve the breathing air quality

•  Hygienically clean through an integrated pre-
heating function to reduce germs and bacteria

•  Integrated aroma dispenser for scented oils

Including water filter

•   Air humidifier with ultrasound technology to 
improve the breathing air quality

•   High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

•   Steplessly adjustable misting levels

Our bestseller

•   Air humidifier with ultrasound technology to 
improve the breathing air quality

•   High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

•   Steplessly adjustable misting levels

Air humidifier Air humidifier Air humidifier Air humidifier Air humidifier

Technical data

• Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

• Low-noise and energy-saving

• Two 360° adjustable nozzles

• Water tank 1.800 ml

• Timer function (1/2/4 hrs)

• High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

• 2 intensitiy levels to choose from

• Nebulizing output: 200 ml/h

• Incl. water filter

• Operating time: approx. 9 h

Technical data

• Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

• Low-noise and energy-saving

•   Water level indicator (full=blue, empty=red)

• Water tank 900 ml

•   Incl. cleaning brush

Technical data

• 3 fogging intensities to choose from

•   High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

• Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

• Water tank 3,500 ml

•  Touch control buttons

• Low-noise and energy-saving

• Timer for programming the operating time:
  2/4/6 hours

Technical data

•  Removable tank

• Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

• Low-noise and energy-saving: 30 watts

• Water tank 4,500 ml

•  For rooms up to approx. 30 m²

Technical data

• Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

• Low-noise and energy-saving

• Water tank 4,200 ml

•  For rooms up to approx. 30 m²

Size:  approx. 18 × 18 × 30.3 cm
Weight:  approx. 1.3 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz 
Power output:   35 Watts
Nebulizing output:   max. 200 ml/h
Operating time:   approx. 9 hours

Article No.:  60054
EAN:  40 15588 60054 8

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 15 × 15 × 22 cm
Weight: approx. 0.45 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output:  30 Watts
Nebulizing output:  max. 60 ml/h
Operating time:   approx. 15 hours

Article No.: 60077
EAN: 40 15588 60077 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 18.5 × 18.5 × 28.1 cm
Weight: approx. 1.1 kg
  Power supply: AC  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 75 Watts
Nebulizing output: cold 250 ml/h, warm  350 ml/h 
Operating time:   approx. 10–14 hours

Article No.: 60052
EAN: 40 15588 60052 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 24 × 17 × 36 cm
Weight: approx. 1.3 kg
  Power supply:   220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output:  30 Watts
Nebulizing output:  max. 300 ml/h
Operating time:   approx. 15 hours

Article No.: 60067
EAN: 40 15588 60067 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 26.5 × 33 × 20 cm
Weight: approx. 1.46 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output:  30 Watts
Nebulizing output:  max. 300 ml/h
Operating time:  variable, depending on setting

Article No.: 60065
EAN: 40 15588 60065 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Incl. water filter

NEW
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DH 610DH 600 HG 100 AD 625 AD 620AD 635

eco-
friendly

eco-
friendly

Including air prefilter

•  Compact dehumidifier for medium sized rooms 
incl. air prefilter

• Eco-friendly Peltier technology, no compressor

• Dehumidification 750 ml/day

• Range of dehumidification: approx. 25 m²

Extra compact for small sized rooms

• Compact dehumidifier for small sized rooms

• Eco-Friendly Peltier Technology, no compressor

• Dehumidification 300 ml/day

• Range of dehumidification: approx. 10 m²

 Including magnetic mount

•  Displays humidity and room temperature 
for a healthy climate indoors

•  Saves the highest and lowest values

•  For hanging on the wall (magnetic mount)
or standing upright

Our stylish new addition – made 
of real bamboo

• Decorative bamboo aroma diffuser for scented oils

•  By using ultrasound technology, fine mist of fra-
grance is created and is spread throughout 
your entire room

• Wellness light with a colour change in 6 colours

•  Stylish living accessory without visible control 
elements

Our besteller

•  Aroma diffuser for scented oils 

•  By using ultrasound technology, fine mist of fra-
grance is created and is spread throughout 
your entire room

• Wellness light with a colour change in 5 colours

•  Timer for programming operation: 2 and 4 hours

DehumidifierDehumidifier Hygrometer Aroma diffusor  Aroma diffusor

Technical data

•  Compact dehumidifier against indoor 
moisture and mould

• Integrated air prefilter

• Max. tank capacity: 2.000 ml

• Safe auto switch-off when water tank is full

• Transparent tank ensures water level is visible

• Ergonomic carrying handle

Technical data

•  Compact dehumidifier against indoor 
moisture and mould

• Max. tank capacity: 700 ml

• Safe auto-off switch when water tank is full

• Transparent tank ensures water level is visible

• Ergonomic carrying handle

Technical data

• Temperature measurement range:

 -10°C - +50°C (+14° - +122 F°)

•   Humidity measurement range: 20% - 90%

•  Comfort zone indicator (smiley display)

•  Time display

•  Alarm function

•  Incl. battery (1.5V AAA)

Technical data

•  High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

•  Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

•  Low-noise and energy-saving

Technical data

•  High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

•  Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

•  Low-noise and energy-saving

• Incl. refill cup 

Size: approx. 22.8 × 15 × 37.2 cm
Weight: approx. 2.3 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 40 Watts
Length power cord: 150 cm

Article No.: 60096
EAN: 40 15588 60096 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 16.3 × 10.7 × 26.7 cm
Weight: approx. 1.1 kg
  Power supply: 100-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 23 Watts
Length power cord: 150 cm

Article No.: 60094
EAN: 40 15588 60094 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 8.2 × 7 × 2 cm
Weight: approx. 0.07 kg
Batterie: 1 × 1,5V (AAA)

Article No.: 60079
EAN: 40 15588 60079 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. ø 16.6 × 7.2 cm
Weight: approx. 0.68 kg
  Power supply: Mains adaptor
Water tank:  100 ml
Nebulizing output:  max. 16 ml/h
Operating time:  approx. 6 hours

Article No.: 60083
EAN: 40 15588 60083 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 13.2 × 13.2 × 14.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.25 kg
  Power supply:   100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

DC 24V/500mA~ 12 W
Water tank:  300 ml
Nebulizing output:  max. 30 ml/h
Operating time:  approx. 10 hours

Article No.: 60082
EAN: 40 15588 60082 1

Warranty: 3 Years

NEW NEW

New –  made of frosted glass

•  Aroma diffusor for scented oils with high-quality-
housing made of frosted glass

•  By using ultrasound technology, fine mist of fragran-
ce is created and is spread throughout 
your entire room

•  Wellness light with a colour-change in 6 colours

•  Stylish accessory for the living room without 
visible switches

 Aroma diffusor

Technical data

• High efficiency through micro-fine atomisation

• Automatic shut-off when the tank is empty

• Low-noise and energy-saving

Size:  ø 15 × 17.1 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.6 kg
Power supply:   Mains adaptor
Water tank:  100 ml
Nebulizing output:  max. 16 ml/h
Operating time:  approx. 6 hours

Article No.:  60085
EAN:  4015588 60085 2

Warranty:  3 Years

NEW
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GERMANY

Market leader *

since 2016

How can I improve 
     my well-being?

Annika, 33, enjoys feeling 
at ease, all by herself.

* GfK 2017 Panel market massage.

Sophisticated 
wellness products –
Made for Life. 

“Relax yourself” is the title of a study on stress that was conducted 
in Germany 2016. Everyone knows about stress in their own everyday – 
and that it can be unavoidable at times. But it does not have to end in ailments 
or diseases that impair your quality of life. For a great majority, regularly taking 
some time out to unwind and come back down is a fundamental desire. MEDISANA – 
being the market leader for massage products, built the experience and know-how to 
bring you sophisticated wellness products that fulfil your relaxation needs and your 
wish to lean back and loosen up.
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RC 410 
2in1 Relax chair

RC 420 
2in1 Relax chair in faux leather

•  2 massage types for the back area: shiatsu and spot massage

•  3 massage zone settings: full, upper or lower back  

• Optional heat function

• Soft cushioning for sitting comfort

•  3 massage types for the back area: 

shiatsu, rolling and spot massage 

•  3 massage zone settings: full, upper or lower back  

• Optional heat function 

• Soft cushioning and upholstery in faux leather for sitting comfort

A shiatsu massage exerts pressure on specific energy points along the body. 
The aim: relaxation and slowing down heart rate and rhythm of breathing. 

Wellness at home. 

Our Relax chair, for a shiatsu massage at any time, 

and in the comfort of your home. 

Simply sit down, relax and feel right at ease 
with the full shiatsu programme.

The aim of a shiatsu massage is to slow down your heart 
rate and breathing; you come to rest and relax. That is why 
a shiatsu massage is not only helpful when treating physical 
ailments, but stress or insomnia as well.

The 2in1 Relax chair RC 420, upholstered in smart-looking 
faux leather, has soft padding and an ergonomic design to 
gently support your spine. It features three different massage 
types: shiatsu, rolling and spot massage, all selectable in two 
massage intensities as well as an optional heat function.

2in1 Relax chair2in1 Relax chair

An eye-catcher 
in any room – 

even without 
massage function

Melanie, 38, enjoys her full 
shiatsu treatment every day.

... amongst others.

Headache

Stress

Asthma 

Insomnia Menopause

Digestive 
problems

Pregnancy 
problems

Neck and
back pain

Migraine

Age-related 
problems

What ailments can shiatsu massage 
help relieve?

What exactly is “wellness design”? The 2in1 
Relax chair RC 410 gives you the answer at first 
glance. Our cantilever chair is an eye-catcher 
in any room, finely designed with high-quality 
materials.

A massage for targeted relaxation, as you like 
it. You have the choice of shiatsu and spot 
massage in two different massage intensities, 
in the zone of your choice (full, upper or lower 
back). Optionally, you can switch on the heat 
function and let the soothing warmth further 
relax and comfort your muscles.

Design meets
wellness.
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Nowadays most people are under numerous 
kinds of stress, and the problem often mani-
fests itself as tension, in the back, shoulders 
or neck. One solution: a shiatsu massage as a 
good source of effective – and pleasurable – 
relief. Our massage seat cushion MC 826 com-
bines three different massage techniques: 
shiatsu, spot and acupressure. 

The various massages and programs reliably 
provide relief from stress, aches and knots. The 
new spot massage function targets tension in 
your back and the vibration massage loosens up 
the buttocks and thighs. Acupressure stimulates 
circulation in the waist.

Shiatsu massage seat cushion Shiatsu massage seat cushion 

MC 826 
Shiatsu massage seat cushion 

MC 824 
Shiatsu massage seat cushion

Almost seven out of ten people who work in an office suffer from back pain. 
Reason enough to get pro-active and do something about it yourself. Our massage seat 
cushions bring targeted relief and relaxation to the comfort and privacy of your home.

Poor posture leads to muscle tension, which leads to 
knots, aches and pains. Our solution: The massage seat 
cushion MC 824 with revolutionary rocking technology.

•  3 massage zones for shiatsu and tapping:

full, upper or lower back 

• 3 tapping massage levels in the back zone

• 3 acupressure massage levels in the waist zone

Vitalising your sense 
of well-being.

Good-bye tension –    

           hello relaxation.
Annika, 33, can feel the massage gently 
relieve the tension in her back.

The most important aspect of treating muscle 
tension and knots is to release blockages in 
the body. Thanks to its innovative rocking 
technology, the massage seat cushion MC 824 
adapts to your spine’s every curve to ensure 
the perfect massage.

All three massage styles work gently yet 
intensely to loosen and stretch the tissues of 
your back muscles. The MC 824 makes it easy 
to find your personal balance between relaxa-
tion and invigoration, boosting tranquility and 
well-being.

Tension–free.

The new rocking 

technology perfectly 

adapts to your spine 

during your massage.

•  Innovative rocking technology for a soothing massage

along the contours of the spine 

• 3 massage zones for shiatsu and spot massage: 

  full, upper or lower back

•  Choice of intensive shiatsu, rolling or spot massage 

in the back zone

• Body-scan function detects reaching the shoulders 

  and automatically reverses back down 

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
PER REMOTE CONTROL

NECK 
MASSAGE 

Poor posture leads to muscle tension, which leads to 
knots, aches and pains. Our solution: The massage seat 
Poor posture leads to muscle tension, which leads to 
knots, aches and pains. Our solution: The massage seat 
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MC 818 
Tapping massage seat cushion

MC 815 
Shiatsu massage seat cushion

          Strong back,  

                   gentle massage.

Lots of people enjoy relaxing at home on the sofa, but why not combine 
being a couch potato with couch wellness? Easy enough and a pleasure 
as well with our shiatsu massage seat cushion MC 815: Four rotating 
massage heads create a deep, kneading massage that promotes 
circulation, regenerates body and spirit, and stabilises the back. Active 
relaxation the easy way. And no need for a guilty conscience: A relaxed 
back boosts your concentration and performance. From now on, active 
and lasting relaxation can be the perfect leisure time pursuit. 

Bed rest used to be the remedy of choice for 
backache. Today we know that a gentle com-
bined therapy of massage and exercise brings 
better relief, and also prevents further tension 
and pain. Why not treat yourself to a massage 
with added comfort?

The MC 818 promotes circulation through its in-
tense tapping massage in two intensities and 
promotes muscle relaxation throughout the 
entire back. Red light and heating are further 
options to make the most of your massage. 

Relax, strengthen, 
regenerate. And enjoy.

• Tapping massage for the entire back in 2 intensities 

• 3 massage zones for tapping massage: 

  full, upper or lower back

• Optional targeted spot massage

• Optional red light and heat functions

Home is where you feel 
most at ease.

A recent survey showed 

that most people enjoy 

relaxing at home. Their favourites are 

watching TV, surfing the Web, reading. 

                              

           Only                       

relax with a massage. What about you?
10%

Source: statista GmbH

78 %

Treat yourself and your back to some 
special relaxation at home.

Maintain a comfortable posture. 
A relaxed back boosts concentration 
and performance.

Lots of people enjoy relaxing at home on the sofa, but why not combine 
being a couch potato with couch wellness? Easy enough and a pleasure 
as well with our shiatsu massage seat cushion MC 815: Four rotating 
massage heads create a deep, kneading massage that promotes 
circulation, regenerates body and spirit, and stabilises the back. Active 
relaxation the easy way. And no need for a guilty conscience: A relaxed 
back boosts your concentration and performance. From now on, active 

• 3 massage zones: full, upper or lower back

• Optional vibration massage function in the seat

• 4 rotating massage heads

• Optional red light and heat functions
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NM 880 
Shiatsu neck massager

NM 866 
Neck massager

A vibrating massage is the perfect 
treatment for tensions and 
deeper-seated muscle knots.

Neck pain is a tell-tale warning sign of stress.
Tenseness soon turns into tension – and both slow 
down your mind as well as your upper body.

NEW

NEW

When stress becomes 

     a pain in the neck.

The NM 866 combines vibration and heat to 
create a gentle agitation of the muscles that 
releases tension and cramps, penetrating 
deep into the muscle tissue.

If you are prone to quickly experiencing 
neck pain and tension, then the NM 866 
provides both perfect prevention and relief. 
It is lightweight and easy to use, at home or 
while travelling.

• Cordless shiatsu neck massager with integrated battery

• Relaxing shiatsu massage for the neck

•  Optional red light and heat functions

•  Optional intensive heat function (with AC power supply)

• Vibrating massage for neck and shoulders

• Ideal for at home and on the go

Annika, 33, enjoys a neck massage 
to take away stress of the day.

The vicious circle of neck pain

Stress and muscle 
tension build-up

Anatomically 
incorrect posture

Weak, unevenly 
pronounced 

muscles

Monotonous 
movement patterns 

and extensive 
sitting

At the end of a long day people often find 
their bodies telling them they have had 
enough. Tension in the neck and shoulders 
increases and becomes distinctly painful.

The body and mind react sensitively to 
stress. It is the same with poor posture, or 
not enough exercise; they all lead to ten-
sion. We sit too much, in the wrong way and 
move too little. The shiatsu neck massager 
NM 880 brings you relief, and a little time out 
from stress. Its three intensity settings allow 
for easy regulation and the perfect massage.

A little time-out 
from stress.

The body and mind react sensitively to 
stress. It is the same with poor posture, or 
not enough exercise; they all lead to ten-
sion. We sit too much, in the wrong way and 
move too little. The shiatsu neck massager 
NM 880 brings you relief, and a little time out 
from stress. Its three intensity settings allow 

CORDLESS 
RECHARGEABLE 

Intensive 
HEAT THERAPY 

FUNCTION
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A foot massage brings you relief after a long 
day on your feet. It stimulates your circula-
tion, loosens up and relaxes the muscles of 
your feet, and has a soothing effect on tense 
and aching muscle groups. Our FM 888 offers 
different reflex zone massages, such as shiatsu 
and compression massage. The result: All the 
benefits of a truly comprehensive massage 

experience. The muscles in the feet relax, the 
nerve endings in the feet are stimulated and 
a soothing, pampered feeling spreads through 
the whole body.

Shiatsu foot massagerShiatsu foot massager

FM 888 
Shiatsu foot massager

FM 885 
Shiatsu foot massager

Treating your feet to a massage is treating your whole body well.
A shiatsu foot reflex zone massage brings lasting effects.

Happy  feet make   

         happy people.

• Shiatsu massage on the soles and heels

• 3-level compression massage on the tops of the feet

• Optional heat function in the shiatsu massage heads

• Intensive reflex zone massage

• Choice of 2 different massage techniques

• Shiatsu massage on the soles and heels

• Compression massage on the tops of the feet

If your feet are relaxed, your whole body is 
relaxed. A foot reflex zone massage makes the 
most of this effect by stimulating and activat-
ing individual energy points and entire meri-
dians in the feet.

Our shiatsu foot massager FM 885 works in-
tensively on the soles and heels, while the 
tops of the feet are indulged to a three-le-
vel compression massage. The effect is more 
than just intensely pleasing: The combined 
massage improves circulation and the whole 
body feels refreshed and relaxed.

Bliss for the body 
and mind.

Vitalising and relaxing.

The human body is composed of hundreds of muscles, and the feet are part of it. 
Their muscles can become tense and ache from the demands of the day too, and a foot 
massage in the evening boosts your vigour and vitality, as well as your spirits.

Annika, 33, knows how 
to take care of her feet 
and herself at the end 
of a long day.
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Heat is one of the oldest forms of physical 
treatment. Heat affects the whole body, but 
it can also be used to target specific areas. 
It calms and relaxes, stimulates the immune 
system and alleviates pain. Warmth improves 
circulation and so enhances metabolic proces-
ses. The body is better supplied with oxygen 
and nutrients. 

The heat cape HP 626 targets tension in the 
neck and shoulders. The turbo-heat function 
warms up quickly to loosen muscles and 

release blockages. But heat does more: It affects 
a soothing sense of comfort and well-being. 
The cosy heating blanket HDW surround you 
with the perfect degree of warmth on cold 
days. A pleasure for the body and spirit.

HP 626 
Cordless heat cape

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use 

• 4 temperature settings

• Integrated battery life approx. 5 hrs.

Cosy heating blanketCordless heat cape

Heat can work wonders.
Wellness heat is totally versatile. It calms and relaxes, it invigorates and soothes. 
When applied properly, it brings moments of relaxation and regeneration.

Heat invigorates, relaxes 
regenerates and soothes.

HDW 
Cosy heating blanket

•  Flexible heating wire and matrix sensor 

system for even heat distribution

• 120 watts for fast warm-up

• Overheat protection for your safety

• Reversible: surface fabric in two colours

Paul, 42, looks forward 
to time spent together.

Kim, 32, enjoys 
the cold days.

AUTOMATIC 
OVERHEAT 

PROTECTION
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NEU

RC 410 MC 826RC 420 MC 825MC 825 PLUS

Clever design with cantilever function

•  2 massage types for the back area: 
Shiatsu and spot Massage

•  3 selectable massage zones: 
total, upper or lower back

•  Additional heat function 

• Soft cushioning for sitting comfort

Holistic relaxation with tapping and 
acupressure massage

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  Acupressure massage in the waist area with 
3 selectable intensity levels

•  2 massage programs for the back selectable 
(shiatsu and tapping massage)

3 selectable types of massage 

•  3 massage types for the back area:
Shiatsu, spot and rolling massage

•  3 selectable massage zones: 
total, upper or lower back

•  Additional heat function 

•  Soft cushioning and upholstery in faux leather 
for sitting comfort

Acupressure for waist and thigh area

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  Acupressure massage in the waist 
and thigh area

•  Separate, height-adjustable neck massage

Now – with spot massage

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  Acupressure massage in the waist and
thigh area

•  Separate, height-adjustable neck massage

2in1 relax chair Shiatsu massage seat cushion2in1 relax chair Shiatsu acupressure massage seat cushionShiatsu acupressure massage seat cushion

Technical data

• High quality design, easy to clean material

• Timer function: 5/10/15 minutes

• High backrest

• Handy remote control

• Loadable up to 150 kg

Technical data

• Relaxing massage for the entire upper or 
  lower back

•  Neck and shoulder massage (height-adjustable)

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat with 
3 selectable intensity levels

•  Targeted spot massage for the tapping massage

•  For tapping massage 3 selectable programs 
as well as 3 intensity levels selectable

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•  Removable and washable neck cover

•  Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the 
back of the chair

Technical data

• High quality design, easy to clean material

• Timer function: 5/10/15 minutes

• High backrest

• Handy remote control

• Loadable up to 150 kg

Technical data

•  3 selectable massage zones: total, 
upper or lower back

•  3 intensity levels of acupressure massage 
selectable

•  Intensive shiatsu massage in the back area

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•  Removable and washable neck cover

•  Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the 
back of the chair

Technical data

•  3 selectable massage zones: 
total, upper or lower back

•  3 intensity levels of acupressure massage 
selectable

•  Intensive shiatsu and spot massage 
in the back area

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•  Removable and washable neck cover

•  Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material 

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the 
back of the chair

Size: approx. 70 × 67 × 103 cm
Weight: approx. 13 kg
Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz

12V DC, 3000mA
Power output: 36 Watts

Article No.: 88410
EAN: 40 15588 88410 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 120 × 26 × 46 cm
Weight: approx. 8.5 kg
Power supply: 220-240V~ 50/60 Hz 
Power output: approx. 60 Watts

Article No.: 88926
EAN: 40 15588 88926 4  

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 70 × 67 × 103 cm
Weight: approx. 13.5 kg
Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz

12V DC, 5000mA
Power output: 60 Watts

Article No.: 88412
EAN: 40 15588 88412 2

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 110 × 42.5 × 18 cm
Weight: approx. 5.9 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 40 Watts

Article No.: 88939
EAN: 40 15588 88939 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 110 × 42.5 × 18 cm
Weight: approx. 5.9 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 40 Watts

Article No.: 88956 
EAN: 40 15588 88956 1 

Warranty: 3 Years

NEW
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MC 824 MC 818MC 822 MC 815

With body-scan function

•  Pleasant massage along the spine with new 
rocking technique 

•  3 massage types for the back area: Shiatsu, 
rolling and spot massage 

•  Shiatsu and rolling massage in 2 speeds

•  Body-scan function detects when shoulders are 
reached and automatically reverses back down

Intensive relaxation with tapping massage

•  Tapping massage for the entire back area with
2 intensity levels

•  3 selectable massage zones: entire, upper or 
lower back or point-specific spot massage 

• Additional red light and heat function

Electrical and height-adjustable neck massage

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  3 types of massage in the back area: 
Shiatsu, rolling and spot massage

With 4 rotating massage heads

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-beingng

•  3 selectable massage zones: total, upper or 
lower back

Shiatsu massage seat cushion Tapping massage seat cushionShiatsu massage seat cushion Shiatsu massage seat cushion

Technical data

•  3 massage zones for shiatsu massage selectable: 
total, lower or upper  back or shoulder area

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat 

•  Additional heat function

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes 

•  Removable and washable protective cover 
and neck cover

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the 
back of the chair

• 2 Demo-programs

Technical data

•  Timer function: 5/10/15 minutes

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the back of 
the chair

Technical data

•  3 selectable massage zones: 
total, upper or lower back

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat with 
3 selectable intensity levels

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•   Removable and washable neck cover

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the back 
of the chair

Technical data

•  4 rotating massage heads

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat 
with 3 selectable intensity levels

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Timer function: 5/10/15 minutes

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the back 
of the chair

•  Demo function

Size: approx. 135 × 48 × 21 cm
Weight: approx. 7.8 kg 
Power supply: 220-240V~ 50/60 Hz 
Power output: approx. 60 Watts

Article No.: 88921
EAN: 40 15588 88921 9  

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 102 × 43 × 15 cm
Weight: approx. 3.4 kg
Power supply: 220-240V~ 50/60 Hz 
Power output: 36 Watts

Article No.: 88918
EAN: 40 15588 88918 9 

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 118 × 40 × 9 cm
Weight: approx. 6.5 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 40 Watts

Article No.: 88922
EAN: 40 15588 88922 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 105 × 45 × 9 cm
Weight: approx. 3.4 kg
Power supply: 220-240V~ 50/60 Hz   
Power output: 24 Watts

Article No.: 88916
EAN: 40 15588 88916 5

Warranty: 3 Years
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MC 830 MC 810MCN PRO MCN MCH

Soft back massage

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  Massage heads made of high-quality gel for 
a softer and more natural massage

•  More gentle to hips, spine and shoulder blades

•  3 selectable massage zones: total, upper or 
lower back

With 9 selectable massage programmes

•  4 massage zones in the back and seat area

•  3 selectable massage intensities

•  9 selectable massage programmes

•  Intensive heat function with or without massage

Our bestseller with height-adjustable 
neck massage

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  Separate adjustable neck massage

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat with 
3 selectable intensity levels

Our bestseller

•  Targeted, intensive massage for tangible 
sense of well-being

•  Separate neck massage

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat with 
3 selectable intensity levels

With additional heat function

•  4 massage zones in the back and seat area

•   3 selectable massage intensities

•  5 selectable massage programmes

•  Additional heat function

Shiatsu massage seat cushion with gel heads Vibration massage seat cushionShiatsu massage seat cushion Shiatsu massage seat cushion Vibration massage seat cushion

Technical data

•  Separate vibration massage in the seat with 
3 selectable intensity levels

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•   Removable and washable neck cover

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the back 
of the chair

Technical data

•  6 vibration motors

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•  Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Very handy and easy to store

•  Also ideal for office use or in the car

•  Incl. car power adapter

Technical data

•  3 selectable massage zones: total, upper or 
lower back

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•   Removable and washable neck cover

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the back 
of the chair

Technical data

•  3 selectable massage zones: total, upper 
or lower back

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•   Removable and washable neck cover

•   Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the back 
of the chair

Technical data

•  5 vibration motors

•  Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•  Handy cable remote control

•  Easy to clean material

•  Very handy and easy to store

•  Also ideal for office use or in the car

•  Incl. car power adapter

Size: approx. 105 × 43 × 8.5 cm
Weight: approx. 3.4 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 18 Watts

Article No.: 88944
EAN: 40 15588 88944 8

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 107 × 46 × 4 cm
Weight: approx. 1.4 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

12 V DC 2500mA
Power output: 30 Watts

Article No.: 88937
EAN: 40 15588 88937 0

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 125 × 43 × 36 cm
Weight: approx. 6 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 48 Watts

Article No.: 88970
EAN: 40 15588 88970 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 118 × 40 × 9 cm
Weight: approx. 5,5 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 48 Watts

Article No.: 88930
EAN: 40 15588 88930 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 107 × 47 × 3,5 cm
Weight: approx. 1.1 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz,

12V DC 800mA
Power output: 9.6 Watts

Article No.: 88935
EAN: 40 15588 88935 6

Warranty: 3 Years
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NM 865 NM 880NM 860 MC 840NM 866

NEW

NM 860 SILVER

Massage for neck and shoulders

•  2-levelled vibration massage for the neck 
and shoulders

• Additonal red light and heat function

•  Mains and battery powered – perfect for 
travelling too

•  Comfortable use by means of practical Velcro 
fastening

New – with rechargeable battery

•  Relaxing shiatsu massage for the neck

•  Wireless operation through rechargeable battery

• Additonal red light and heat function

For an optimal neck massage

•  Intensive shiatsu massage in the neck area

•  Also applicable on shoulder, back, abdomen,
upper and lower leg

•  4 rotating massage heads

•  Massage intensity individually adjustable through
pulling the holding straps

Particularly flat design

•  Soothing shiatsu massage for neck, shoulder, 
back and legs

•  4 rotating massage heads

•  Additional red light and heat function

•  Particularly flat design for flexible, 
convenient operation

With intensive heat function

•  2-levelled vibration massage for the neck 
and shoulders

•  Ideal for home and on the go

•  Optional intensive heat function 
(with AC power supply)

Neck massager Shiatsu neck massagerShiatsu neck massager Shiatsu massage cushionNeck massager

Technical data

•  Easy wireless operation through integrated 
control panel

Technical data

•  Ergonomic fit

•  Easy care polyester cover and a pleasant 
foam padding

•  Integrated control panel

•  Intensity can be individually adjusted by
pulling the holding straps

•  Also applicable on shoulder, back, abdomen, upper 
and lower leg

Technical data

•  2 levels of rotation speed selectable

•  Additional light and heat function in the 
upper massage heads

•  Easy wireless operation through integrated 
control panel

•  Removable and washable neck cover

Technical data

•  Handy cable remote control

•  Convenient velcro for fastening at the 
back of the chair

•  Easy to clean material

Technical data

•  Functional design

•  Intensity can be individually adjusted by
pulling the holding straps

•  Optional mains or battery operation

•  Easy wireless operation through integrated
control panel

Size: approx. 35.5 × 24 × 12 cm
Weight: approx. 0.4 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

6V DC 600mA or with
 4 x AA (1,5V) batteries
Power output: 3.6 Watts

Article No.: 88945
EAN: 40 15588 88945 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 38 × 33.5 × 17 cm
Weight: approx. 1.6 kg
Power supply: Li-ion battery: 
 11.1V 2,200 mAh 
Power output: 18 Watts

Article No.: 88948
EAN: 40 15588 88948 6 

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 58 × 34 × 20 cm
Weight: approx. 1.55 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

12V DC 1,500 mA
Power output: 18 Watts

Article No.: 88942
EAN: 40 15588 88942 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 31 × 23 × 11 cm
Weight: approx. 1.3 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz

12V DC 1,000 mA
Power output: 12 Watts

Article No.: 88949
EAN: 40 15588 88949 3

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 38 × 33.5 × 17 cm
Weight: approx. 1.6 kg
Power supply: 6V DC 800 mA 
Power output: 24 Watts
Batteries: 4 × 1,5V (AA)

Article No.: 88972
EAN: 40 15588 88972 1 

Warranty: 3 Years

NEW NEW

Size: approx. 58 × 34 × 20 cm
Weight: approx. 1,55 kg
  Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

12V DC 1,500 mA
Power output: 18 Watts

Article No.: 88961
EAN: 40 15588 88961 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Technical data

•  2 levels of rotation speed selectable

•  Additional light and heat function in the 
upper massage heads

•  Easy wireless operation through integrated 
control panel

•  Removable and washable neck cover

For an optimal neck massage

•  Intensive shiatsu massage in the neck area

•  Also applicable on shoulder, back, abdomen,
upper and lower leg

•  4 rotating massage heads

•  Massage intensity individually adjustable through
pulling the holding straps

Shiatsu neck massager
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HM 886MM 825 FM 888HM 858 FM 885 FM 883

Including 5 massage attachments

•   Red light and heat function

• 2 selectable intensity levels

•   Different massage angles adjustable

•   Including 5 massage attachments

Massage for the entire body

•  4 selectable massage zones: upper and lower back, 
upper and lower leg incl. 2 intensity levels for each 
massage zone

•  Comfortable vibration massage for the whole body

•  Soothing heat function in the back area

Intensive foot reflexology massage

•  2 different massage programmes selectable

•  Shiatsu massage of the foot soles and heels

•  Upper foot compression massage 

•  Comfortable size - suitable up to shoe size 11 (UK)

Vibration, acupressure and spot massage

•   Pleasant vibration massage

•   Continuously adjustment of massage intensity

•   Additional red light and heat function

•   Various massage attachments: acupressure and 
spot massage

Shiatsu massage of the foot soles and heels 

•  Compression massage of the foot topsides in 
3 intensity levels

•   Switchable heat in the shiatsu massage heads

Additional red light and heat function

•  Soothing shiatsu massage

•  Suitable for feet and back

•  2 selectable massage intensities

Hand massagerMassage mat Shiatsu foot massagerHand massager Shiatsu foot massager Shiatsu foot massager

Technical data

•   Handy design for a convenient self-massage

Technical data

•    2 intensity levels for each massage zone

•   5 selectable massage programmes

•    Additonal heat function

•   Auto-stop after 15 minutes

•   Handy cable remote control

•   Extra soft and cosy fleece cover

•   Cushion in the head area of the mat for lying 
comfortably

Technical data

•   Additional red light and heat function

•  2 intensity levels for the compression massage 
selectable

•  Promotes the blood circulation and invigorates 
tired feet 

•  Removable and washable inner lining 

•  Easy to clean material

Technical data

•   Easy to use thanks to its ergonomic shape

•   Non-slip grip

•   Extra-long cable

Technical data

•  Space-saving softcover

• Improves blood circulation and acts invigorating

•  Comfortable to use with the foot

Technical data

•  6 x 3 rotating massage heads

•  Two height adjustable feet to adjust the 
massage position

•  Handy cable rewind under the device

•  Simple one-button operation

Size: approx. 41.1 × 10.2 × 12.2 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
  Power supply: 220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 6.5 Watts

Article No.: 88268
EAN: 40 15588 88268 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 180 × 62 × 10 cm
Weight: approx. 1.8 kg
Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

12V DC 1,200mA
Power output:  14.4 Watts

Article No.: 88955
EAN: 40 15588 88955 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 41.7 × 35.7 × 22.4 cm
Weight: approx. 4.1 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 50 Watts

Article No.: 88398
EAN: 40 15588 88398 9

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 32.5 × 17 × 14.3 cm
Weight: approx. 1.8 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 28 Watts

Article No.: 88292
EAN: 40 15588 88292 0

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 40.2 × 37.5 × 17.7 cm
Weight: approx. 3.5 kg 
  Power supply:   220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 28 Watts

Article No.: 88397
EAN: 40 15588 88397 2

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 40.5 × 36.5 × 12 cm 
Weight: approx. 3.3 kg
  Power supply: 230V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 30 Watts

Article No.: 88396
EAN: 40 15588 88396 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Including 5 massage attachments Including 4 massage attachments
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FS 885 COMFORT FS 881FS 883 MBH BBS

5 in 1 comfort functions

•  Relaxing spa and vibration massage

•  5 in 1: Bubble- and vibrating massage, red light and 
heat function and massage rollers in the middle of 
the foot bubble bath

•  Water can be heated to the preferred temperature 
(20°C to 48°C)

•  Timer function for 20/30/40/50/60 min.

Intensive foot reflexology massage 

•  Relaxing spa and vibration massage

•  Soothing foot spa

•  3 in 1: Water heating, bubble- and vibrating 
massage

With pleasant red light

•  Relaxing spa and vibration massage

•  Pleasant red light area

•  3 in 1: Water heating, bubble- and vibrating 
massage

•  Function for keeping the water warm

•  3 exchangeable pedicure attachments 
(Callus remover, brush, massage attachment)

Relaxes and loosens the muscles

•  Relaxing air bubble bath to stimulate blood 
circulation and to relieve muscles

•  Massage/bubble function with 3 intensity levels
and combination program

•  Auto-stop after 20 minutes

Extra quiet

•  Relaxing air bubble bath to stimulate blood 
circulation and to relieve muscles

•  Massage/bubble function with 3 intensity levels 
and combination program

•  Intensive heat function selectable

Foot spa Foot spaFoot spa Bath spa Bath spa

Technical data

•  Massage rollers in the middle of the foot bubble 
bath to massage the inner side of the foot

•  Digital display for timer setting and water 
temperature

•  Red light and heat function

•  Ergonomically arranged air bubble nozzles

•  Removable massage rollers in the area of the soles

•  Good heat insulation through double-walled casing

•  Intensive foot reflexology massage

•  Comfortable size - suitable up to shoe size 11 (UK)

Technical data

•  Non-slip rubber feet

•  Automatic heat function

•  Spout-opening

•  Comfortable size – suitable up to shoe size 9.5 (UK)

Technical data

•  Massage rollers for foot reflexology massage

•  Massage-aiding footbed

•  Dry massage function

•  Non-slip rubber feet

•  Removable splash protection

• Comfortable size - suitable up to shoe size 11 (UK)

Technical data

•  Automatic heat function

•  Intensity levels adjustable on the device or via 
remote control

•  Non-slip soft mat for lying comfort

•  Suitable for any bath tub

•  Integrated aroma dispenser for scented oils

•  Double safety valve for air hose and device

•  Incl. 3 aroma pads

•  Incl. remote control

Technical data

•  Intensity levels adjustable on the device or via 
remote control

•  Timer function: 10/20/30 minutes

•  Non-slip soft mat for lying comfort

•  Suitable for any bath tub

•  Integrated aroma dispenser for scented oils

•  Double safety valve for air hose and device

•  Incl. 3 aroma pads

•  Incl. remote control

Size: approx. 38.6 × 24.3 × 45.9 cm
Weight: approx. 2.9 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output: 390 Watts

Article No.: 88378
EAN: 40 15588 88378 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 39 × 33 × 13 cm
Weight: approx. 1.22 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output: 60 Watts

Article No.: 88380
EAN: 40 15588 88380 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 41 × 35 × 18 cm
Weight: approx. 1.5 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output: 80 Watts

Article No.: 88387
EAN: 40 15588 88387 3

Warranty: 3 Years

Size:  Soft mat: approx. 120 × 36 cm 
Air hose: approx. 2.4 m 
Motor: approx. 25 × 16 × 17 cm

Weight: approx. 2.7 kg (in total)
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz

Remote control: 3 V CR2032
Power output: 450 Watts

Article No.: 88375
EAN: 40 15588 88375 0 
Warranty: 3 Years

Size:  Soft mat: approx. 120 × 36 cm 
Air hose: approx. 2.4 m 
Motor: approx. 31 × 21 × 31 cm

Weight: approx. 4.3 kg (in total)
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz

Remote control: 3 V CR2032
Power output: 570 Watts

Article No.: 88386
EAN: 40 15588 88386 6 
Warranty: 3 Years

3 exchangeable pedicure attachments
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HP 630HP 622 HP 626HP 605

Fastest comfortable warmth

•  Ultra-soft breathable cushion

•  Innovative 4D heat flow technology – for an 
effective heat development

•  Flexible heating wire and matrix sensor system 
for an even heat distribution

•  4 temperature levels

With 6 temperature levels

•  Flexible heating wires and a matrix sensor 
system for even heat distribution

•  6 temperature levels

•  Ergonomic shape for pleasant warmth at shoulder 
and neck

With rechargeable battery

•  For indoor and outdoor use 

•  4 temperature levels

•  Battery running time: approx. 5 hours

•  Individually adjustable fit

Ultra-soft breathable cushion

•  Safety system with overheating protection

•  Quick heating with 100 Watts

•  Removable cover of cotton

•  4 temperature settings

Heat cape for shoulder and backHeat cape for neck and shoulder Heat cape for neck and shoulderHeat pad

Technical data

•  ”APS“ technology – active protection system: 
visual and acoustic temperature control

•  Turbo heat with powerful 100 Watts

•  Automatic switch-off after 90 minutes

•  Ergonomically designed controller with LED 
control display on both sides for right and 
left-handed persons

•  Machine washable at 40°C

•  Ergonomic shape for pleasant warmth 
at shoulder and neck

•  Cosy and soft upper material

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Technical data

•  Turbo heat with powerful 100 watts

•  Automatic switch-off after 90 minutes

•  Handy controller

•  Machine washable at 40°C

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Technical data

•  Fast direct warming

•  Charging power supply for a fast recharging 
(approx. 2-3 hours)  

•  Automatic switch-off after 90 minutes

•  Overheating protection

Technical data

•  Automatic switch-off after 90 minutes

•  Ergonomically designed controller with LED 
control display on both sides for right and 
left-handed persons

•  Cover machine washable at 30°C

•  Cushion washable thanks to detachable controller

Size: approx. 40 × 33 cm
Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output: 100 Watts

Article No.: 61147
EAN: 40 15588 61147 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 55 × 65 cm
Weight: approx. 0.76 kg
  Power supply: 230V~ 50 Hz
Power output: 100 Watts

Article No.: 61157
EAN: 40 15588 61157 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 56 × 52 cm
Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output: 100 Watts

Article No.: 61155
EAN: 40 15588 61155 1

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 49 × 42 cm
Weight: approx. 0.2 kg
Power supply: 8,4V DC 1,2 A

Article No.: 61165
EAN: 40 15588 61165 0

Warranty: 3 Years
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FWS HU 662 HU 665HB 675 HDW
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Anschmiegsame Wärme
in ihrer schönsten Form

Large foot space

•  Quick heating with 100 Watts

•  3 temperature levels

•  Removable fluffy soft lining

•  Large foot space - suitable up to shoe size 11 (UK)

Extra warm foot zone

•  Safety system with overheating protection

•  6 temperature levels

•  Quick heating with 100 Watts

Our bestseller

• Safety system with overheating protection

•  3 temperature levels

•  Washable thanks to detachable controller

Foot warmer Heated underblanket Heated underblanket

Technical data

•  Safety system with overheating protection

•  Extra-soft breathable core

•  Automatic switch-off after 90 minutes

•  Ergonomically designed controller with 
LED control display

•  Lining machine washable at 30°C

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Technical data

• 2 warming zones for body and feet

•  Automatic switch-off after 180 minutes

•  Ergonomically designed controller with LED 
control display on both sides for right and 
left-handed persons

•  Washable thanks to detachable controller

•  Pleasantly soft upper material

•  Suitable for mattress sizes 200 x 90–100 cm

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Technical data

•  Pleasantly soft upper material

•  Automatic switch-off after 180 minutes

•  Handy controller

•  Suitable for mattress sizes 200 x 90–100 cm

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Size: approx. 30 × 30 × 23 cm
Weight: approx. 0.6 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50/60 Hz
Power output:  100 Watts

Article No.: 60257
EAN: 40 15588 60257 3

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 150 × 80 cm
Weight: approx. 1 kg
  Power supply:  230V~ 50 Hz
Power output:  100 Watts

Article No.: 61220
EAN: 40 15588 61220 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 150 × 80 cm
Weight: approx. 1 kg
  Power supply: 230V~ 50 Hz
Power output:  60 Watts

Article No.: 60217
EAN: 40 15588 60217 7

Warranty: 3 Years

XXL Version

• 4 temperature levels

•  Quick heating with 120 Watts

• Extra big: 200 x 150 cm

•  Automatic switch-off after 180 minutes

Extra soft

•  4 temperature levels

• Quick heating with 120 Watts

•  Automatic switch-off after 180 minutes

Cosy heating blanket XXL Cosy heating blanket

Technical data

•  Safety system with overheating protection

•  Handy controller

•  Reversible blanket with 2-colour design

•  Pleasantly soft upper material

•  Washable thanks to detachable controller

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Technical data

•  Safety system with overheating protection

•  Handy controller

•  Reversible blanket with 2-colour design

•  Pleasantly soft upper material

•  Washable thanks to detachable controller

•  Oeko-Tex® standard 100

Size: approx. 200 × 150 cm
Weight: approx. 2.2 kg 
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output: 120 Watts

Article No.: 60230
EAN: 40 15588 60230 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 180 × 130 cm
Weight: approx. 1.7 kg
  Power supply:  220-240V~ 50 Hz
Power output:  120 Watts

Article No.: 60227
EAN: 40 15588 60227 6

Warranty: 3 Years
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Equipment for sports – 
Made for Life.

Exercise, exercise and more exercise. It is a question of attitude 
as much as it is the fundamental prerequisite for a healthy life. After all, 
the human body is designed to move all day. That is why it suffers from lack of 
exercise, especially the fascias that stabilise the muscles and body. Our products 
help you to easily integrate an effective workout into your daily life.

Svenja, 27, loves the feel of her muscles 
tensing and relaxing during her workout.What supports and 

        challenges my body?
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Whether as a preparation for your workout or to relax afterwards, 
the PowerRoll activates and regenerates muscles with a lasting effect.

Athletes know: Every good workout includes 
an extensive warm-up before, and a thorough 
cool-down after. That improves circulation to 
the muscles and loosens them up.

The PowerRoll not only activates and regen-
erates the muscles, it is perfect for strength 
and stability exercises as well. Its eight inten-
sity levels optimally reach even deep-seated 
muscle groups.

Fascia roll

Regeneration and 
strengthening all in one.

The relaxation programme 

              for your fascias. 

Fascia roll

PowerRoll Classic (length: 31 cm)

PowerRoll XT  (length: 45 cm)

Fascia rolls

• Vibrating effect to reach deep-seated muscle tissues

•  New surface structure to support localised 

self-massage and increase circulation

• Includes training QR-Code & training plan

• 8 intensity levels 

• Integrated rechargeable battery

Bear in mind while 
working out:

Muscles that tend to lose tone need 
more strengthening. Muscles that 
tend to shorten, need stretching.
It is all about the mix – and the right 
training equipment.

The unique surface structure of the 

PowerRoll XT and Classic brings your 

fascia workout to the next level.

Fascias.
Your body’s elastic shock 
absorbers for every move.

The tensile strength of fascia bands, just 
millimetres thin, is over 60 kg. Reason enough 
to stretch them and keep them supple.

i

NEW

New
SURFACE 

STRUCTURE 
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    Fascias thrive 

under pressure. 
Muscle tension 
   relief where and how you    

 need it.

Fascia ball

VibrationBall
Fascia ball

Fascia training has never been so pleasant, 
easy and effective. The PowerRoll XT Ultrasoft 
massages, stimulates and trains your muscles 
and connective tissue at your choice of eight 
different vibration intensities, reliably reaching 
even deeper-seated muscles.

Targeted treatment of muscle tension 
right in your own hands.

Muscle tension is uncomfortable, even pain-
ful. When the muscles and fascias harden, 
muscle relaxation is diminished. Moreover, 
supple fascias are the fundamental basis for 
overall fitness good posture, after all they 
surround the muscles and relay their strength 
throughout our bodies. 

The MEDISANA VibrationBall makes the targeted 
relief of muscle knots and tension easier than 
ever. Four intensity levels ensure that even 
deeper-seated muscle tissues are affected.

PowerRoll XT ULTRA SOFT
Fascia roll

• Vibrating effect to reach deep-seated muscle tissues

• For activation and regeneration

•  For strengthening and stabilising exercises 

as well as fascia training

• 8 intensity levels

• Integrated rechargeable battery

• Especially suited for localised self-massage

• For a targeted use on fascias, trigger points and muscles

• For extended applications, e.g. on arms, legs etc.

• 4 different intensity strengths 

• Integrated rechargeable battery

NEW NEW

Back view

Targeted tension relief.

Level of 
hardness

ULTRA
SOFT

Functional
DESIGN
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Dolo culparum eum quis ad qui cusam corem. Nequi 
conestis dolupta dicimusci doluteces Accumquoditis.

Pos sum fugit, que nonsentiis dolorero consequi debis nam et qui 
odiaturem rehentior aces cus maio miligen ditatur solupis alit paribus 
dolupis ducipsa sit officaes doles eatur, si con pellendipsum volen-
dandam fuga. Ita etur unt ut ut ommodis simus?

Seven muscle groups support our abdomen 
and keep it in shape, but sitting too much 
diminishes abdominal muscle strength and 
tone. The EMS Body Trainer has 15 intensity 
levels to gently and effectively stimulate the 
muscles of the abdomen, legs and arms. The 
advantage: Electrostimulation has long proven 
itself in physiotherapy, as the muscles cannot 
be overexerted. The result: Effective muscle 
gain combined with targeted relief from muscle 
knots and tension.

The EMS Body Trainer’s plus: The localised 

treatment of individual muscle groups.

Electrostimulation is perfect for the targeted training and regeneration of the lower 
back muscles. It is the ideal supplemental workout for anyone with a sedentary job.

    Muscle gain 

  in its simplest form.

It is not always easy to find time at home for a 
thorough workout, and it is the lower back that 
suffers most from lack of exercise and sitting 
much too much in the everyday. The EMS Hip 
Trainer is the ideal supplement for your workout.

Stimulating training for 
hip and back muscles.

The EMS Hip Trainer’s ergonomic cushioning 
design ensures perfect fit and secure posi-
tioning on the hips. Muscles are actively 
stimulated according to your choice of two 
programmes and 15 intensity levels; you 
have the intensity of your workout right in 
your hand.

NEW

Electrostimulation is the ideal method 
for a gentle and targeted muscle gain.

EMS
Body Trainer

• Supports a targeted muscle gain

•  Automatic programmes: Massage, acupuncture, tapping and 

combinations thereof

• Set of 3: 1 abdominal pad and 2 leg / upper arm pads

• Training programmes end automatically after 23 minutes

EMS
Hip Trainer

•  Ergonomic cushioning design for excellent 

positioning and fit

• The ideal supplement for home workouts 

• To built up targeted muscles

•  Training programmes end automatically 

after 25 minutes

NEW

EMS Body Trainer EMS Hip Trainer

Re
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POWERROLL  CLASSIC POWERROLL XT POWERROLL XT ULTRASOFT VIBRATIONBALL

ultra
soft

VARIOROLL

New design and extra long

•  Vibrating effect to reach deep-seated muscle tissues

•  New surface structure to support punctual
self-massage and increase blood circulation

• For activation and regeneration

•  8 intensity levels

• Rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery (incl. charger)

•  Length: 45 cm

•  Hardness grade: standard

Hardness grade ultrasoft

•  Vibrating effect to reach deep-seated muscle tissues

•  New surface structure to support punctual 
self-massage and increase blood circulation

• For activation and regeneration

•  8 intensity levels

• Rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery (incl. charger)

•  Length: 45 cm

•  Hardness grade: ultrasoft

Modern design

•  For activation and regeneration

•  Especially suited for punctual self-massage

•  For targeted use on fascias, trigger points 
and muscles

•  4 different intensity levels

Fascia roll Fascia roll Fascia roll Fascia ball

Technical data

• LED indication of the selected intensity level

• Surface structure supports the massage effect

• Surface is resistant to moisture

• Capacity information

• Max. operating time with fully charged battery:
  approx. 180 min. (depending on the selected
  intensity level)

• Auto-stop after 10 minutes

Technical data

• LED indication of the selected intensity level

• Surface structure supports the massage effect

• Surface is resistant to moisture

• Capacity information

•  Max. operating time with fully charged battery: 
approx. 180 min. (depending on the selected 
intensity level)

• Auto-stop after 10 minutes

Technical data

• LED indication of the selected intensity level

• Surface structure supports the massage effect

• Surface is resistant to moisture

• Capacity information

• Max. operating time with fully charged battery:
  aprox. 180 min. (depending on the selected 
  intensity level)

• Auto-stop after 10 minutes

Technical data

•  LED indication of the selected intensity level

•  Surface is resistant to moisture

•  Timer: 15 min.

•  Volume: <60dBA

•  Capacity information

•  Max. operating time with fully charged battery:
approx. 70 min. (depending on the selected
intensity level)

Size: approx. 31 cm, ø 15 cm
Weight: approx. 0.75 kg
Battery: Lithium-ion battery

Article No.: 79530
EAN: 40 15588 79530 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 45 cm, ø 15 cm
Weight: approx. 0.9 kg
Battery: Lithium-ion battery

Article No.: 79532
EAN: 40 15588 79532 9

Warranty: 3 Years

Size:  approx. 45 cm, ø 15 cm
Weight: approx. 0.9 kg.
Battery: Lithium-ion battery

Article No.: 99078
EAN: 40 15588 99078 6

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: ø 13 cm
Weight: approx. 0.82 kg
Battery: Lithium-ion battery

Article No.: 79510
EAN: 40 15588 79510 2

Warranty: 3 Years

Includes training plan Includes training plan Includes training plan Includes training plan Includes training plan

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Ultra flexible for any body position

•  Particular suitable for punctual self-massage – 
for example on the back, neck, etc.

•   For the targeted use on fascia, trigger
points and muscles

•  Specially soft on the spine, thanks to 3-step size 
adjustment – distance between the balls (20 - 24 cm)

•  For extended applications such as the arms, legs etc.

Foam roller

Technical data

• Resistant to moisture

Size: approx. 20 × 10 × 10 cm, ø 15 cm
Weight: approx. 0.13 kg

Article No.: 79516
EAN: 40 15588 79516 9

Warranty: 3 Years

New design

•  Vibrating effect to reach deep-seated muscle tissues

•  New surface structure to support punctual
self-massage and increase blood circulation

• For activation and regeneration 

•  8 intensity levels

• Rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery (incl. charger)

•  Hardness grade: standard
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EMS VIFIT TOUCHEMS AM 880

NEWNEW

Targeted muscle building

• Modern, sporty design

• Helps to build muscles

•  Auto programs: Massage, acupuncture, 
tapping, combination

•  Set including 3 controllers with 1 pad for 
the abdomen and 2 pads for arms or legs

•  Automatic switch-off after 23 min.

Activity and sleep tracker in one

•  High-quality OLED display

•  Displays incoming calls or messages 

•  Stores the results of the last 15 days

• Individual daily goals and movement reminder

•  Data transfer via Bluetooth® Smart (4.0) to the 
VitaDock+ app for iOS and Android*

Muscle stimulation on hips and back

•  Ergonomic cushioning design for excellent
positioning and fit

•  The ideal supplement for home workouts

•  Electrical muscle stimulation to strengthen and
toning hip muscles

•  Automatic switch-off after 25 min.

•  Wearable under leggings and jogging pants

50 intensity levels

•  Flexible Neoprene waist belt with incorporated 
electrodes

•  Choice of 6 abdominal muscle training 
programmes (3 á 25 min, 3 á 30 min)

• Intensity can be set over 50 levels

•  Can be worn under clothing thanks to the flat 
design

EMS body trainer Activity trackerHip trainer Abdominal muscle stimulator

Technical data

•  Intensity adjustable in 15 steps

•  PU leather pads 

• Incl. 3 batteries (CR2032) 

Technical data

•  Activity mode: Tracks steps, distance, 
burned calories, activity time in hours and 
daily target in %

•  Sleep mode: Tracks movement activity during sleep 
and duration of sleep

•  Motion sensor for activity measurement: counts 
actual steps 

• Splash proof

• Vibration alarm clock

•  Battery life: 5 – 7 days

•  Rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery

•  Display of time, date and battery indicator

•  Incl. USB cable

Technical data

•  Different sizes available (S,M,L)

•  2 effective modes as proactive tools for
muscle strengthening

•  Detachable controller with 15 Intensity Levels

•  Controller included

•  Rechargeable battery with USB port

Technical data

•  Automatic switch-off at the end of the 
programme 

• Simple operation with a large LCD display

• Device is integrated into the belt

• 1 channel with 4 electrodes

• Waist belt with Velcro closer

•  Incl. extension belt for waist circumference 
up to 140 cm

•  Water contact electrodes, no need for contact gel

• Incl. 3 batteries (1.5V AAA)

Size:  17 × 18.5 cm (abdomen pad)
5 × 20 cm (arm pad)

Weight:  30 g (abdomen pad)
13 g (arm pad)

Battery: 3 × CR2032

Article No.: 79524
EAN: 40 15588 79524 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 2.3 × 2 × 0.9 cm
Weight: approx. 22 g
Battery: Lithium-ion battery

Article No.: 79486
EAN: 40 15588 79486 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 31.9 × 24.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.053 kg
Battery: Rechargeable battery

Article No.:  S: 79527
M: 79528 
L: 79529

EAN:  S: 4015588795275 
M: 4015588795282 
L: 4015588795299

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 110 × 16 × 3 cm
Weight: approx. 0.37 kg
Battery:   3 × 1,5V (AAA)
Channels:  1
Curve form:  Bi-phase square wave pulse
Intensity:  0 – 70mA
Frequency:   30 – 90 Hz
Pulse width: 200 – 300 µs

Article No.: 88322
EAN: 40 15588 88322 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Includes 2 pads for arms and legs

*Bluetooth® 4.0 compatible with VitaDock+ App as of Apple (iOS 7.0), iPhone® 4s, iPod Touch® (as of 4 Gen.), iPad 3, as of Android 4.3
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Clever personal 
care products – 
Made for Life.

BODY CARE

   How much care do I need for my 

personal „well-being“? 

“I feel good in my skin”. To a lot of people this transcribes into doing 
something good for their bodies. Fitness, wellness, but personal care as well. 
That is because a pampered, well-cared for body always brings with it a sense of 
happiness, and that holds true for women and men alike. Every second woman, and now 
also every second man, take an active, intensive interest in personal care. MEDISANA 
provides personal care products that offer a maximum of well-being, comfort, and thus, 
an inherent sense of happiness that will enrich your everyday.

Laura, 32, feels well-
groomed and attractive.
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Well-groomed nails enhance 
well-being at any age.

LED suction mirror Manicure pedicure set / LED light therapy

Beauty comes from within    

     and shines out to  the world.

CM 850 
LED suction mirror 

DC 300 
LED light therapy

MP 810 
Manicure pedicure set

A large survey of 11,000 women on the topic 
of beauty shows that women feel attractive 
when they feel healthy. That includes feeling 
confident in their appearance and grooming. 
And personal care can be so easy with our 
products.

For example, the DC 300 LED light therapy 
pen combines two therapies in one small 
pen. Just using it for five minutes twice a day 
gives your skin a radiating glow. Red light helps 
reduce inflammation, blue light improves 
the appearance of the skin.
Or our cosmetic mirror CM 850. It magnifies 
5-fold and its soft LED lighting guarantees your 
reflection is perfect. It adheres strongly and 
safely to all smooth surfaces and will prove 
itself the perfect companion in the bath or on 
travels.

Naturally groomed finger and toe nails are defi-
nitely in trend, and not just for women. Studies 
have shown that every second woman finds 
well-groomed finger and toe nails an attrac-
tive attribute in men. 
MEDISANA’s manicure and pedicure instrument 
MP 810 and its five high-quality attachments 
gently and thoroughly groom nails, cuticles 
and callused skin. Not only instantly perfect-
ing your appearance, but also protecting 
against future discolouration, deformation 
and brittle nails.

Three highlights for 
daily care.

When do you feel beautiful? To most, beauty means being 
healthy and well-groomed.

FIVE 
different

ATTACHMENTS

NEW

NEW

• Strongly adheres to all smooth surfaces

• Bright adjustable LED lighting

• Large diameter (approx. 19 cm)

• 5-fold magnification

• Light therapy in a convenient form

• 2 therapies in one device

• Blue light to improve acne

• Red light reduces skin inflammation

•  Care and treatment of nails, cuticles 

and callused skin

•  Simple operation, easy exchange 

of attachments

•  Light and very powerful

•  Removes cuticles; files, forms, 

smooths and polishes nails

Remove cuticles as well as file, 

form, smooth and polish nails. 

Gently and with a lasting effect.

Red light helps reduce inflammation, blue light improves the appearance of the skin.

NEW

LED lighting for even illumination.

• Blue light to improve acne

• Red light reduces skin inflammation
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IPL 850 IPL 840 AC 855 AC 850

High-quality quartz cartridge with 
200,000 flashes 

• Effective technology for permanent hair reduction

•  Suitable for arms, legs, underarms, bikini zone, 
back and chest

•  Automatic skin tone sensor in 6 light intensity 
levels (4 manually selectable levels)

•  LCD display shows the adjusted energy intensity as 
well as the number of used light pulses

Disables the hair root

• Effective technology for permanent hair reduction

•  Suitable for arms, legs, underarms, 
bikini zone, back and chest

•  Automatic skin tone sensor in 6 light intensity 
levels (4 manually selectable levels)

•  Durable glass cartridge with 100,000 light pulses

Vacuum massage disables the hair root

•  Effective vacuum and rolling massage for 
stimulating the connective tissue for tangibly firmer 
skin 

• Infrared heating function stimulates the circulation

• Additional vibration enhances the massage effect

•  Stimulates the lymph circulation and strengthens 
the connective tissue

Intensive rolling massage

•  Effective massage for stimulating the connective 
tissue for tangibly firmer skin 

• Improves blood circulation

• 2 selectable massage intensities

•  Light and handy design for convenient 
self-massage

Hair removal system Hair removal system Cellulite massager Cellulite massager

Technical data

•  Long-life quarz cartridge with 200,000 light pulses

•  Disables the hair root deep under the skin and 
prevents further hair growth

• Easy and safe to use at home

•  Safe and effective for the treatment of skin 
types I – VII and black to red hair

• Integrated UV filter

• Flash-glide function for comfortable use

•  Sensor starts treatment when skin contact is made

• Automatic shut-off after 3 min.

•  Spare cartridge:
Article No.: 88589 / EAN-No.: 40 15588 88589 1

Technical data

•  Disables the hair root deep under the skin and 
prevents further hair growth

• Easy and safe to use at home

•  Safe and effective for the treatment of skin 
types I – VII and black to red hair

• Integrated UV filter

• Flash-glide function for comfortable use

•  Sensor starts treatment when skin contact is made

• Automatic shut-off after 3 min.

•  Spare cartridge:
Article No.: 88586 / EAN-No.: 40 15588 88586 0

Technical data

• Supports the treatment of cellulite

• The massage intensity is continuously adjustable

•  Light and handy design for a comfortable 
self-massage

• Single-hand operation

• Especially powerful thanks to mains operation

• Removable handle

Technical data

• 3 × 2 rotating massage rollers (removable)

• Individually adjustable hand strap

• Especially powerful thanks to mains operation

•  Easy cleaning of the removable massage rollers

Size: approx. 13.8 × 8 × 4.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.28 g
Lighting area: 2.5 cm2

Intensity:  5 J/cm2

Wavelength: 470 – 1,200 nm
Power supply:   100–240V~ 50/60Hz, 1.0A

Article No.:  88588
EAN:  40 15588 88588 4

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 12.6 × 10.6 × 8.2 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.26 kg
Power supply:   110-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

9V DC 1,000 mA
Power output: 5.4 Watts
Cable length:   1.80 m

Article No.:  88545
EAN:  40 15588 88545 7

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 13 × 11 × 8.5 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.35 kg
Power supply:   110-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

12V DC 1,200 mA
Power output: 14.4 Watts
Cable length:   2 m

Article No.:  88540
EAN:  40 15588 88540 2

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 13.8 × 8 × 4.5 cm
Weight: approx. 0.28 g
Lighting area: 2.7 cm²
Intensity:  5 J/cm²
Wavelength: 470 – 1,200 nm
Power supply:   100–240V~ 50/60Hz, 1.0A

Article No.:  88585
EAN:  40 15588 88585 3

Warranty: 3 Years
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MP 840 MPS MP 815 MP 810 CR 860
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stufenlose Geschwindigkeitsrege-
lung, Aufsätze leicht zu wechseln

With 3 speed levels 

•  Care and treatment of nails, cuticles and slight 
calluses

• With LED light for accurate application

•  3 speed levels for the individual requirements 
of care

•  Stops automatically when the pressure is too high – 
also suitable for diabetics

With high-quality sapphire attachments

•  Care and treatment of nails, cuticles and slight 
calluses

• Continuous speed adjustment

For individual needs of care 

•  Care and treatment of nails, cuticles and slight 
calluses

•  2 speed levels

• High quality and durable attachments

Light weight and powerful

•  Care and treatment of nails, cuticles
and calluses

•  Easy to use and easy replacement of the 
attachments

•  Remove cuticles, file, shape, smooth
and polish nails

Ergonomic handling

• Gently and effectively remove of excess calluses

• For smoother hands, feet and elbows

• Apply to dry skin

Manicure and pedicure device Manicure and pedicure device Manicure and pedicure device Manicure and pedicure device Electric callus remover

Technical data

• Clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation

• High quality and durable attachments

•  Stops automatically when the pressure is 
too high – also suitable for diabetics

•  Additional nail polishing attachment with 
2 smoothing and polishing rollers

•  Natural, durable nail gloss (without additional 
care products)

•  Simple to use, easy replacement of the 
attachments

• With storage bag

Technical data

• Clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation

• High quality and durable sapphire attachments

•  Stops automatically when the pressure is 
too high – also suitable for diabetics

• With storage bag

Technical data

• Clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation

•   Simple to use, easy replacement of the attachments

• With storage bag

Technical data

•  5 attachments

•  Compact device, requires little space

•  Batteries (2x AAA) included

•  Small and practical storage bag

Technical data

• 2 speed levels

• Ergonomic, non-slip handle

•  Including cleaning brush, protective cover, 
storage bag and batteries

Size: approx. 15 × 3.8× 3.7 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.1 kg
Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 
 DC18V~ DC 500 mA
Rotation speed:  3 levels: 5,000/6,000/7,000
Power output: 9 Watts
Cable length:   1.5 m

Article No.:  85155
EAN:  40 15588 85155 1

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 15 × 4 × 4 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.14 kg
Power supply:    100-240V~ 50/60 Hz, 

18V~ DC 500 mA
Rotation speed:  1,600-5,000 U/min

Article No.:  85126
EAN:  40 15588 85126 1

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 15 × 3.8 × 3.7 cm
Weight: approx. 0.1 kg
Power supply:  100-240V~ 50/60 Hz,
 30V~ DC 250 mA
Rotation speed:  2 levels: 3,800/4,600
Cable length:   1.5 m

Article No.:  85153
EAN:  40 15588 85153 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 16.5 × 3 × 3 cm
Weight: approx. 0.8 kg
Batteries:  2 x AAA

Article No.:  85140
EAN:  40 15588 85140 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 15.7 × 6.7 × 4.6 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.175 kg 
 (incl. batteries)
Batteries:  2 x 1,5V (AA)
Rotation speed:  2 levels: 1,600/1,800 U/min

Article No.:  88570
EAN:  40 15588 88570 9

Warranty:  3 Years

Including 4 attachments: Sapphire cone (coarse),
Sapphire disc (fine), Flame burr, Felt cone

Including 7 attachments: Sapphire cone (coarse),
Sapphire disc (fine), Cylindrical burr, Flame burr,

Felt cone, Needle burr as well as additional 
attachment for nail polishing

Including 7 attachments: Sapphire disc (fine), 
Sapphire disc (coarse), Sapphire callus 

remover, Sapphire cone, Felt cone, 
Cylindrical burr and Flame burr

Incl. 5 attachments: 
Felt cone, Trapezoidal grinder, Cylindrical grinder, 

Grinding cone, Flame burr

Including 2 attachments (fine and coarse)

NEW
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ND 870 NP 860 CM 850 CM 840 CM 835

Professional nail design for home use

•  Ideal for the hardening of gel and liquid acrylic

•  360 degree reflective coating for an even curing

•  Easy operation thanks to 4-step timer (90sec / 
120sec / 30min / 60min)

Long lasting shine without chemicals

• For glossy, natural-looking nails

• Professional nail care at home 

•  Durable nail gloss (without additional 
care products)

Extra large and bright

•  Strong adhesion on all smooth surfaces

•  Bright LED illumination

•  Diameter of mirror approx. 19 cm

•  5 x magnification

Our bestseller

• Illuminated cosmetic mirror

•  2 swivelling mirrors: Normal and 5x magnification

• Uniform ring illumination with 18 LED-lights

• Diameter of mirror approx. 13 cm

Compact and stable

• Illuminated cosmetic mirror

•  2 swivelling mirrors: Normal and 5x magnification

• Uniform ring illumination with 12 white LED-lights

• Diameter of mirror approx. 12 cm

UV nail hardener Electric nail polisher LED suction mirror 2in1 Cosmetic mirror Cosmetic mirror

Technical data

•   Detachable floor section for an easy lamp 
replacement

• 4 non-slip rubber feet for a firm standing

Technical data

• Simple to use on fingernails and toenails

• Small and handy – ideal for on the go

• 2 speed levels for individual needs of nail care

• Ergonomic design

•  Smoothing and polishing – in two steps to nails 
with “Wow” effect

• Incl. batteries (2 x 1.5V AA)

Technical data

•  Suction enhancement thanks to special coating

•  Removable and swivelling

•  Battery powered

•  Telescope bracket

•  Incl. batteries (3 × 1.5V AAA)

Technical data

• High-quality chrome finish

• Stable base

•   Incl. batteries (4 x 1.5V AAA)

Technical data

• High-quality chrome finish

• Stable base

•   Incl. batteries (3 x 1.5V AAA)

Size: approx. 25.3 × 22.1 × 11.3 mm
Weight: approx. 1.036 kg
Power supply: 220-240V~ 50/60 Hz; 36W
Bulb wave length:   λ=365 nm

Article No.: 85470
EAN: 40 15588 85470 5

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 15.5 × 3.6 × 3.3 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.15 kg (incl. batt.)
Batteries:  2 x 1.5V (AA)
Rotation speed:  2 levels: 2,000/2,500 U/min

Article No.:  85160
EAN:  40 15588 85160 5

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 20 × 10 × 20 cm
Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
Diameter of mirror:  approx. ø 19 cm
Batteries:  3 × 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.: 88558
EAN: 40 15588 88558 7

Warranty: 3 Years

Size: approx. 20.5 × 13.5 × 31.5 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.95 kg
Diameter of mirror: approx. ø 13 cm
Batteries:  4 x 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.:  88550
EAN:  40 15588 88550 1

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 16.9 × 8 × 19 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.375 kg
Diameter of mirror: approx. ø 12 cm
Batteries:  3 x 1.5V (AAA)

Article No.:  88554
EAN:  40 15588 88554 9

Warranty:  3 Years

Including 2 smoothing and polishing rollers

NEW
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FB 885 FB 880 FSS DC 300

NEW

Cleansing with 4 speed levels 

•  Facial cleansing brush for a gentle and thorough 
cleaning

•  Frees the skin from dead skin particles

•  Gentle vibration stimulates the blood circulation 
and promotes the absorption of care products

• Rechargeable lithium-ion battery

Soft cleansing with vibration

•  Facial cleansing brush for a gentle and thorough 
cleaning

•  Frees the skin from dead skin particles

•  Gentle vibration stimulates the blood circulation 
and promotes the absorption of care products

Soothing with aroma attachment

•  Opens the pores, cleans the skin and relaxes
facial lines with humid heat

•  Additional attachment for 
soothing aroma therapies

• Easy cleaning and handling

2 light therapies in one device

•  Handy light therapy

•  Blue light to improve acne

•  Red light for skin inflammation

Facial cleansing brush Facial cleansing brush Facial sauna LED light therapy

Technical data

• Cleanses the skin in 60 seconds (Timer)

• 4 speed settings

• Automatic switch-off after 1 min.

•  Including 4 cleansing attachments (Sensitive skin, 
regular skin, peeling, cosmetics sponge)

• Splash-proof

•   Incl. protective cover, storage bag 
and charge base

Technical data

• Cleanses the skin in 60 seconds (Timer)

•  2 speed settings: normal or intensive cleansing

• Automatic switch-off after 1 min.

•  Including 3 cleansing attachments
(Sensitive skin, regular skin, peeling)

• Battery running time lasts up to 70 hours

• Splash-proof

•   Incl. protective cover, storage bag 
and batteries (2 x 1,5V AA)

Technical data

• For cosmetic use

• Diffuser for even steam distribution

• Additional nose piece

• High-quality heating element

• Indicator light

• Measuring cup for easy filling

Technical data

•  2 × 5 min daily are sufficient

•  Auto switch-off after 5 min.

•  Red light: 630 nm

•  Blue light: 415 nm

•  Light and handy - also for travelling 

•  Skin compatibility dermatologically tested*

Size: approx. 18.6 × 5.0 × 2.7 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.27 kg
Batteries:  Lithium-ion battery
Power output: 500 mAh
Cable length:   1.30 m

Article No.:  88565
EAN:  40 15588 88565 5

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 30 × 20 × 19.5 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.56 kg
Power supply:  220–240V~ 50–60 Hz
Power output: max. 100 Watts

Article No.:  88245
EAN:  40 15588 88245 6

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 2.6 × 2.6 × 14.1 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.23 kg
Batteries:  1 x 1,5V (AA)

Article No.:  85180
EAN:  40 15588 85180 3

Warranty:  3 Years

Size: approx. 15.7 × 5.7 × 7.9 cm
Weight:  approx. 0.22 kg
Batteries:  2 x 1,5V (AA)

Article No.:  88560
EAN:  40 15588 88560 0

Warranty:  3 Years

Including 3 cleansing attachments
(Sensitive skin, regular skin, peeling)

Including nose piece and measuring cup

*Dermatological clinical study on 20 participants

Including 4 cleansing attachments (sensitive skin, 
regular skin, peeling, cosmetics sponge)
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MTM | MTP 

Large cuff (32 – 42 cm)
Article No.:  51037
EAN:  40 15588 51037 3

Normal cuff (22 – 32 cm)
Article No.:  51038 (included in package)
EAN:  40 15588 51038 0

Small cuff (17 – 22 cm)
Article No.:  51034
EAN:  40 15588 51034 2

BU 535 | BU 535 Voice | MTV | MTC |
MTD | MTS | MTR | CardioCompact 

Large cuff (30 – 42 cm)
Article No.:  51126
EAN:  40 15588 51126 4

Normal cuff (22 – 30 cm)
Article No.:  51135 (included in package)
EAN:  40 15588 51135 6

MTX 

Large „Easy-Form“ cuff (22 – 42 cm)
Article No.:  51087
EAN:  40 15588 51087 8

Normal „Easy-Form“ cuff (22 – 32 cm)
Article No.:  51088
EAN:  40 15588 51088 5

BU 550 Connect | BU 575 connect 

Normal cuff (22 – 42 cm)
Article No.:  51299
EAN:  40 15588 51299 5

BU 510 | BU 530 connect 

Large cuff (32 – 42 cm)
Article No.:  51169
EAN:  40 15588 51169 1

Normal cuff (22 – 36 cm)
Article No.:  51168 (included in package)
EAN:  40 15588 51168 4

CardioDock | CardioDock 2 

Large „Easy-Form“ cuff (30 – 42 cm)
Article No.:  51284
EAN: 40 15588 51284 1

Normal „Easy-Form“ cuff (22 – 32 cm)
Article No.:  51283
EAN:  40 15588 51283 4

Mains adapter for BU 550 connect 

Article No.:  51013
EAN:  40 15588 51013 7

Mains adapter for BU 575 connect |
BW 300 connect 

Article No.:  51014
EAN:  40 15588 51014 7

Mains adapter for MTM | MTP | MTX 

Article No.:  51036
EAN:  40 15588 51036 6

Mains adapter for CardioCompact 

Article No.:  51095
EAN:  40 15588 51095 3

Mains adapter for MTV | MTC | MTD | MTS | 
BU 510 connect | BU 530 Connect 

Article No.:  51125
EAN:  40 15588 51125 7

FTF 

50 pieces 
Article No.:  76111
EAN:  40 15588 76111 9

Control solution for MediTouch 2 |
MediTouch 2 connect | MediTouch 2 Carbon 

Article No.:  79039
EAN:  40 15588 79039 3

Lancets for MediTouch 2 |
MediTouch 2 connect | MediTouch 2 Carbon 

Article No.:  79028
EAN:  40 15588 79028 7

Test strips for MediTouch 2 |
MediTouch 2 connect | MediTouch 2 Carbon 

Article No.:  79038
EAN:  40 15588 79038 6

Lancing Device 

Article No.:  79002
EAN:  40 15588 79002 7

USB cable for Meditouch 2 

Article No.:  79049
EAN:  40 15588 79049 2

ViFit connect 

Black 
Article No.:  79417
EAN:  40 15588 79417 9

Orange 
Article No.:  79418
EAN:  40 15588 79418 6

Blue 
Article No.:  79470
EAN:  40 15588 79470 4

Green 
Article No.:  79471
EAN:  40 15588 79471 1

Red 
Article No.:  79472
EAN:  40 15588 79472 8

Pink 
Article No.:  79473
EAN:  40 15588 79473 5

Body Trainer 

Spare part sets (2 pads for the abdomen) 
Article No.:  79525
EAN:  40 15588 79525 1

Spare part sets (4 pads for arms / legs)
Article No.:  79526
EAN:  40 15588 79526 8

HM 840 

Article No.:  88526
EAN:  40 15588 88526 6

BBS | MBH 

Air hose 
Article No.:  30666
EAN:  40 15588 30666 2

Soft mat 
Article No.:  88383
EAN:  40 15588 88383 5

Fragrance dispenser with 3 pads
Article No.:  30669
EAN:  40 15588 30669 3

BBS 

Remote control 
Article No.:  88384
EAN:  40 15588 88384 2

MBH 

Remote control 
Article No.:  88376
EAN:  40 15588 88376 7

UPPER ARM CUFFS MAINS ADAPTERS  ACCESSORIES WRISTBANDS ACCESSORIES
for blood pressure monitors for blood pressure monitors for blood glucose meters for activity tracker for bath spas

for thermometer

PROTECTIVE SLEEVES for EMS Pad

SPARE PART SETS
for mini handmassager

LOOFAH MASSAGE PAD
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TDD | TDP | TED 

4 Multiple electrodes (approx. 3 x 5 cm)
Article No.:  87080
EAN:  40 15588 87080 4

2 Multiple electrodes (approx. 5 x 9 cm)
Article No.:  87100
EAN:  40 15588 87100 9

Note: Not suitable for hair removal system EPD
(Article No.: 85550)

TDP 

Cable set
Article No.:  88315
EAN:  40 15588 88315 6

BT 850 

Adhesive pads (2 pcs.)
Article No.:  88334
EAN:  40 15588 88334 7

  

MEDISANA AIR® 

1 pc.
Article No.:  60390
EAN:  40 15588 60390 7

2 pcs.
Article No.:  60391
EAN:  40 15588 60391 4

AH 660 

2 pcs.
Article No.:  60069
EAN:  40 15588 60069 2

AH 670 

1 pc. 
Article No.:  60057
EAN:  40 15588 60057 9

FB 880 

3 pcs.
Article No.:  88561
EAN:  40 15588 88561 7

FB 885 

4 pcs.
Article No.:  88566
EAN:  40 15588 88566 2

CR 860 

2 pcs.
Article No.:  88572
EAN:  40 15588 88572 3

NP 860 | MP 840 

4 pcs.
Article No.:  85164
EAN:  40 15588 85164 3

IN 500 | IN 550 

Connecting piece
Article No.:  54524
EAN:  40 15588 54524 5

Air filter and nebulizer kit
Article No.:  54525
EAN:  40 15588 54525 2

Mouthpiece and nose adapter
Article No.:  54526
EAN:  40 15588 54526 9

Air hose
Article No.:  54527
EAN:  40 15588 54527 6

Mask for children
Article No.:  54528
EAN:  40 15588 54528 3

Mask for adults
Article No.:  54529
EAN:  40 15588 54529 0

Nebulizer attachments (3 pcs.)
Article No.:  54531
EAN:  40 15588 54531 3

IN 525 

Nebulizer kit
Article No.:  54116
EAN:  40 15588 54116 2

Mask set (children + adults) 
with mounthpiece
Article No.:  54117
EAN:  40 15588 54117 9

Mains adapter EU 
Article No.:  54118
EAN:  40 15588 54118 6

USC 

Mask set  (2 masks + adapter)
Article No.:  54101
EAN:  40 15588 54101 8

Mouthpiece
Article No.:  54102
EAN:  40 15588 54102 5

Covering cap
Article No.:  54103
EAN:  40 15588 54103 2

Nebulizer kit
Article No.:  54104
EAN:  40 15588 54104 9

Fragrance Lemon 10 ml
Article No.:  60030
EAN:  40 15588 60030 2

Fragrance Eukalyptus 10 ml
Article No.:  60031
EAN:  40 15588 60031 9

Fragrance Lavender 10 ml
Article No.:  60032
EAN:  40 15588 60032 6

Fragrance Citronella 10 ml
Article No.:  60033
EAN:  40 15588 60033 3

Fragrance Ylang-Ylang 10 ml
Article No.:  60035
EAN:  40 15588 60035 7

Fragrance Peppermint 10 ml
Article No.:  60036
EAN:  40 15588 60036 4

Fragrance Orange 10 ml
Article No.:  60037
EAN:  40 15588 60037 1

Fragrance Pinewood 10 ml
Article No.:  60038
EAN:  40 15588 60038 8

Fragrance Wildberries 10 ml
Article No.:  60039
EAN:  40 15588 60039 5

Fragrance Oceanbreeze 10 ml
Article No.:  60040
EAN:  40 15588 60040 1

IPL 800 

Article No.:  88581
EAN:  40 15588 88581 5

IPL 805 

Article No.:  88584
EAN:  40 15588 88584 6

IPL 836 | IPL 840 

Article No.:  88586
EAN:  40 15588 88586 0

IPL 850 

Article No.:  88589
EAN:  40 15588 88589 1

IRH 

100 Watts 
Article No.:  30101
EAN:  40 15588 30101 8

IRL 

150 Watts
Article No.:  88255
EAN:  40 15588 88255 5

MANILUX L | MANILUX S | MP 820 

Set of attachments (10 pieces)* 
Article No.:  85450
EAN:  40 15588 85450 7
*contains: sapphire cone (coarse), sapphire disc 
(coarse), flame burr, sapphire ball burr, felt cone, 
sapphire cone (long), sapphire disc (fine), needle 
burr (long), cylindrical burr, drainage grinder

MEDISTYLE S | MEDISTYLE L | MPS | MP 840 

Felt cone
Article No.:  85001
EAN:  40 15588 85001 1

Sapphire cone (coarse)
Article No.:  85003
EAN:  40 15588 85003 5

Sapphire disc (fine)
Article No.:  85004
EAN:  40 15588 85004 2

Sapphire ball burr
Article No.:  85005
EAN:  40 15588 85005 9

Needle burr (long)
Article No.:  85006
EAN:  40 15588 85006 6

Sapphire cone (long)
Article No.:  85007
EAN:  40 15588 85007 3

Cuticle pusher
Article No.:  85008
EAN:  40 15588 85008 0

Cylindrical burr
Article No.:  85009
EAN:  40 15588 85009 7

Sapphire disc (coarse)
Article No.:  85010
EAN:  40 15588 85010 3

Flame burr
Article No.:  85011
EAN:  40 15588 85011 0

Attachment adapter
Article No.:  85015
EAN:  40 15588 85015 8

Grinding set for artificial nails
Article No.:  85460
EAN:  40 15588 85460 6

Sanding Bands (30 pieces)
Article No.:  85461
EAN:  40 15588 85461 3

ELECTRODES REPLACEMENT FILTERACCESSORIES  AROMA ESSENCES REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE ATTACHMENTS
for pain therapy devices for air purifierfor Inhalators

for Aroma diffusers
and air humidifiers for hair removal system for manicure and pedicure devices

for air humidifier

REPLACEMENT WATER FILTER

for facial cleansing brushes

REPLACEMENT BRUSHES

for electric callus remover

REPLACEMENT ROLLS

for manicure and pedicure devices

REPLACEMENT ROLLS

for infrared lamps

REPLACEMENT LAMP
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GERMANY
MEDISANA Space Technologies GmbH
Graf-Adolf-Str. 39
D-40212 Düsseldorf
Phone: +49 211 73 06 35 60
eMail: info@MEDISANAspace.com
Internet: www.MEDISANA.de

AUSTRIA
MEDISANA Austria
Paulahofsiedlungsstr. E2/9
A-8600 Bruck/Mur
Phone: +43 386 22 10 52
Fax: +43 316 23 11 23 52 12
eMail: office@MEDISANA.at
Internet: www.MEDISANA.at
Contact: Alexander Leitner

MEDISANA Service Austria
Burgstaller Strasse 2
A-8143 Dobl
Phone: +43 313 65 20 76
eMail: service.at@MEDISANA.com
Contact: Christian Eichholzer

FRANCE
MEDISANA GmbH
Jagenbergstr. 19
D-41468 Neuss
Phone: +49 2131 / 3 66 80 
eMail: MEDISANA.export@MEDISANA.de
Internet: www.MEDISANA.fr
Contact: Adem Otlu

NETHERLANDS/BELGIUM/LUXEMBOURG
MEDISANA Benelux NV
Euregiopark 30
NL-6467 JE Kerkrade
Phone: +31 45 547 08 60
Fax: +31 45 547 08 79
eMail: info@MEDISANA.nl
Internet: www.MEDISANA.nl
Contact: Maurice Jongen

MEDISANA Service Niederlande
Teknihall Benelux
p/a Vreysen
Hazeldonk 6027
4836 LA  BREDA
Phone: +31 45 547 08 60
eMail: info@MEDISANA.nl
Internet: www.MEDISANA.nl 

MEDISANA Service Belgien/Luxemburg
Teknihall bvba
Brusselstraat 33
2321 BE  MEER
Phone: +31 45 547 08 60
eMail: info@MEDISANA.be
Internet: www.MEDISANA.be

ASIA
MEDISANA Far East Ltd.
Unit E, F, 31/F, YHC Tower
1 Sheung Yuet Road, Kowloon Bay,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone: +852 23 63 17 78
Fax: +852 23 63 19 55
eMail: info@MEDISANA.com.hk
Contact: Kitty Yeung 

SPAIN
MEDISANA Healthcare S. L.
C/Clementina Arderiu, Nave 3
Pol. Industrial Les Vives
ES-08295 Sant Vicens de Castellet/Barcelona
Phone: +34 938 33 50 52
Fax: +34 938 33 36 22
eMail: info@MEDISANA.es
Internet: www.MEDISANA.es
Contact: Cornelius Hellmund

GREECE
MEDISANA Hellas L.t.d
11 Helmou Str.
GR-14122 N. Iraklion – Athens T.K
Phone: +30 210 / 275 09 32
Fax: +30 210 / 275 00 19
eMail: info@MEDISANA.gr
Internet: www.MEDISANA.gr
Contact: Petros C. Koutras

RUSSIA
000 MEDISANA Rus
ul. Nagornaja 20, k. 1
RU-117186 Moskau
Phone: +7 495 640 26 47
Fax: +7 495 640 26 47
eMail: info@MEDISANA.su
Internet: www.MEDISANA.su
Contact: Andrei Usov

GERMANY
Promed GmbH
Kosmetische Erzeugnisse
Lindenweg 11
D-82490 Farchant
Phone: +49 8821 9621 – 0
Fax: +49 8821 9621 – 21
eMail: info@promed.de
Internet: www.promed.de
Contact: Andreas Schuster

HEAD OFFICE

MEDISANA GMBH 
Jagenbergstr. 19, 41468 Neuss, Germany
Phone: +49 2131 36 68 – 0
Fax: +49 2131 36 68 – 50 95
eMail: info@MEDISANA.de
Internet: www.MEDISANA.de

Our head office is open from Monday to Thursday 
8:00 am – 4:00 pm, Friday 8:00 am – 2:00 pm. 
Outside these hours, you can leave a message on 
our voice mail.

SERVICE CENTER

Phone: +49 2131 405 88 – 0
eMail: servicecenter@MEDISANA.de

Imprint
MEDISANA GmbH
Jagenbergstr. 19, 41468 Neuss, Germany

Phone: +49 2131 / 36 68-0
Fax: +49 2131 / 36 68-50 95

eMail: info@MEDISANA.de
Internet: www.MEDISANA.de

General manager:  Ralf Lindner
 Marco Getz
 Kwok Shing Ng 

Registration court: Neuss County Court
Register number: HRB 16348
VAT ID number: DE 123375019

Modifications / Terms and Conditions
Subject to technical modifications and further developments,
also without prior notice. We accept no liability for printing 
errors, typesetting errors or other mistakes. Our current Terms 
and Conditions can be found at any time on our website.

Copyright
Copyright over the information published in the catalogue 
(text, pictures, graphics) and their structure is owned by 
MEDISANA GmbH, and in some cases by third parties. Dupli-
cation, distribution, reproduction, dissemination, storage and 
other use of this information without our writtenconsent is 
expressly prohibited.

© Copyright 2018, MEDISANA GMBH, Germany
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